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ABSTRACT

Safety net programs are an irnpoltant component of agricLrltural policy. This stLrdy

attempts to calculate the benefit derived by Canadian fanners from the available portfolio of

safety net programs and impact of additiorral programming on the longstandirig procluction

it'lsurance prograln. In addition to irlsurance programs, this analysis considers the Canadian

Agricultural Income Stabilization progranl and tlie Spring Price Endorsement and Revenue

Insurance Coverage progran'ìs available in Alberta. A stochastic budgeting approach is used

to collsider the effects of government paymerrts on income for a typical fann in Manitoba

that ploduces wheat, canola, and oats. Each scenario of program use is compared using a

stochastic efficiency criterion, specifically a certainty equivalent valLle of the payn-rent being

analyzed. It is foLrncl that additional programs have mixed impacts on production insurance.

Govel'nments may be to irnprove the value of production insurance by associating additional

benefits to the purchase of insurance with other programs.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

1.1 Farm lncotle Risk and Agricultural Policy

The business of production agriorlttlre is risky. The farmer faces variability in many

aspects of his operation, as well as the possibility of extreme events that may drive him to

exit the indLrstry. The presence of variability and downside risk in farm incomes' two

elentents of risk acknowledged by Flardaker et al' (2004a), have lead some to conclude that

fanlr incornes are periodically too variable and too low' If farms are to remain financially

viable enterpr.ises they require stability and the promise of adeqtrate retttrlrs on itlvestment'

To achieve these conditiorls and counter risk, farm bt¡sinesses can employ a wide

variety of risk nlanagement tools and strategies'l Some of these strategies are initiatecl by

the famrer. For example, farmers may save earnings from profitable years to draw on in lean

ones. Some strategies involve the transfer of risk to other private interests; futures markets

and for.warcl contracts allow farmers to transfer price risk to other market parlicipants' ln

Canacla and many other developed cottntries, private, mat'ket-based options are cleemed

inadequate. The agricultr¡ral media has dubbecl this the "farm income problem'" ln response'

governlllent has been called tlpon to directly intervene'

Politicians understand that merely reducing farm income risk is not potitically

feasible. Farmers want to remain free to capture high returns when the market offers them'

one solution is known as a farm income safety net. A safety net connotes assistance or

su¡tpor.t when accidents, iujuries, or downturns occllr' In the case of agricltlture' safety nets

, For a thorough review of income risk management strategies used by farmers' see

MoreddLr (2000).
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are the provisioll of financial support to fartners when income deterlnining events fall below

preclehned thresholds. Often these thresliolds are Some proportion of longer term averages'

It is irnportant to note that because safety net programs inject taxpayer ftlnds into farm

businesses and provide these fr-rnds when incomes are generally low' they tend to both

recluce risk ancl redistribute income'

l.-or government to create a safety net progratn, the situation of loss lnust be

clefinecl.2 Taking the analogy of the net, this is process of setting the heiglit atlvhich the net

is suspencled. If the incotne of a crop farm can be sin-rply defined as:

(1.1) Income : Plice x Yield - Cost

then income risk can be thought of as the cumr¡lative risk in its component parts: price'

yielcl, ancl cost. For farms that glow nrultiple crops, income risk is a function of lisks in a

larger number of price, yield, and cost variables. In the past, safety net programs have been

clesigned to coll1pensate farmers for'loss'situations in overall farm income' bttt also with

relation to each of these variables individually, both on a whole-fann and crop specific

basis. The varial¡le thattriggers the payment defines the prograrn (Bamett arid coble 1999)'

Thelevelatwhichthesafetynetisplaceddefinestlrelevelofcoverage'Itisquiteapparent

that safety nets have adopted sirnilar tenrrinology to that of insut'ance' Economists

recognize, going back to the first Canadian safety rret type program in the late 1930s, that

these progralls afe not necessarily insurance' Rather, they are often "an attempt to substitrtte

, Governnrent can also provide assistance in cases of wide spread losses on an ad åoc basis

after losses have occurred. This type of ex post support was paid to western canadian

grains ancl oilseeds farmers in 2004 ànd 2005, where iarmers received fixed payments based

on the value of previous prodr"rction because óf *id.tpttad agronomic and market adversity'

while such snpport may play much the same role as pre-defined or ex cmte progratns' it is

co'sicrer.ecr not paft oiïrr."ui.rv net i' this analysis rrecause the safety net ideal irnpries that

there is some level of incolne that is to Ue covered or protected' For an interesting

cliscussion of the relative tnerits of ex attte and exposl sttpport programs' see Innes (2004)'

i
ì



an adaptation of the insurance principle for direct relief... as the basic method of dealing

with crop fai[tres and clepressed prices" (Britnell 1940). Safety net programs can be

stlrcturecl as insurance programs, operated on al1 actuarial basis or as various forms of

pseudo-insul'ance, merely borrowing elements from insurance programs.

l¡ the past twenty years, Canadian agricultural policy makers have adoptecl the

safety net as the clominant paradigm for providing government sLrbsidies to farmers,

especially in the grains and oilseeds sector. Western Canadian crop agricLtlture has seen a

vast array of government programs delivered under the rationale of risk manageffìent. The

latest incar¡ation of the Canadian agricultural safety netfor grains and oilseeds farmers rvas

initiated in 2003 with the adoption of the Agricr.rltural Policy Framework (APF). This was

an atte¡rpt to create a unified aglicLrltural policy for Canada rather than delivering

government prograrnming irr a piecerneal approach, The centrepiece of the APF is the

canaclian Agricultural Income Stabilization (cArs) program. It provides payments when

net inconre declines below a farm specific average.

CAIS also allows for provincial-specific programs to address perceived gaps in

CAIS coverage; various pl'ograrlls of such a natttre exist. For exatnple, alI provinces operate

a program of crop or production insurance. These programs have been available since 1959,

rnalcing them the most lorrg-lasting progralï in Canada's safety net portfolio' Insurance

p¡erriutrs charged by these prograrns, which cover yield losses for crop producers, are

subsiclized by federal ancl provincial governments. These yield risl<s are often driven by

biological ancl weather events that are seen as unique to crop agriculture. Moreover, due to a

lacl< of profitabitity and the potential for large, concentrated losses, private markets at'e

gnwilling to pr.ovide insLlrance, so this specific risk is deerned to require special coverage
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from governnrent. Furthermore, individLral

safety net programs to provide further direct

provinces have seen fit to provide additional

support to farmers and farm businesses'

1.2 Problern Definition

Choosing to cover variotts risks through programs of insurance or pseudo-instlrance

for farmers is cornplex. Atnong fartners, government and economic analysts' there is not

co¡seltslls on an optimal strategy. Hart, Hayes, and Babcock (2006) point out that insLrring

inclividuat risks, especially on a crop by crop basis, "runs counter to the traditional risl<

n'ìanagetllerìt practice of diversifying across several enterprises'" Tltey argr"re that insuring

whole-farm revenues provicles governtnent sr.rpport more efficiently. on the other hand'

coble (2000) points out that arry safety net scheme that "stlbsumes multiple risks" (of crop

yielcl ancJ crop price, for exatl1ple) obscures the complexity of the underlying systern and

that appaleutly simple solutions tnay have unintended conseqllences'

This stLrdy is motivated by the potential for such unintended consequences in

canadian fann safely net prograur design. while each safety net progratn plays a role in

covering farm risk, extending coverage to nany risks means that multiple proglam

payrnents flow to individual farms in any given year' Yet for all the efforts to create a

unified set of prograffìs to address farm risk, little is known about how they impact farm

incomes when 
'sed 

in concert. The amount spent on these programs suggests that they raise

farrn incoures o11 aggregate, but the impacts at the farm level are unclear' Moreover' with

multiple payrnents flowingto individual farms, it is notknown if the implementation of one

program changes the benefits fanners derive from others. hi the case of western canadian



farrns, it is ¡ot l<nown if new programs such as CAIS will alter the value of the prodtlction

insurance coverage farmers have been pttrchasing for some time.

Estirnating the irnpact of government safefy net programs and the effectiverress of

layered prograrn offerings is iniportarrt for Canadian governrnent. Unlike the United States

or the European Union, safety net programs cornprise tlie bulk of Canadian agricultural

spe.clirrg. In 2005-2006, the federal government spent $2.6 billion (all figr"rres in Canaciian

dollars) on "busirless risk managelnent" programs for agricultLtre, ottt of $3.4 billion in total

agricultural spending (AgricLrlture ancl Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) 2006a). As part of this

spending, CAIS, production insurauce, and other provincial risk managelïent programs

¡acle up ¡early half of all agricr-rlturat spending by the federal government' Safety net

programs also consume a large share of provincial agriculture budgets. In the province of

Manitoba, Risl< Managelîent, credit, and Incotne Suppoft prograrn spending was nearly

s1g5 million in 2005-2006, or over half of total provincial agricr,rltural spending (Manitoba

Agricr.rltLrr.e, Food, and R¡ral Initiatives (MAFRI) 2006). The vast majority of this money

went to the CAIS and production insurarlce programs. Programtning can also be a rnajor

source of buclget overrlrns, because it is difficult to forecast governrnent's liability to

farrners through safety progralns u priori.

Assessing the impacts of safety net programs is also important to farmers. White

past experience is an indicator of future program performance, it is unclear how programs

rvill perfo¡r-r over the wicle range potential mat'l<et and production outcomes, especially for

individual farms. Moreover, if the decision to participate in the program is seen as the

purchase of an input, then farmer.s need to know the irnplications of that decision on their

profitability. This analysis examines a representative farm business, in this case' a grains
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and oilseeds farm in southern Manitoba and its preferences for the fann income results

provided by available safety net progralïìs.

1.3 Objectives and Olganization

The two objectives of this study are to measure the impact of Canadiari safety net

programs on net fann incorre in an environrnent of price and yield risl< and to assess the

magnitude of the benefit of each program under different scenarios of prograll r¡se for

farmers of varying preferences for risk. Specifically, the stttdy will determine the extent to

rvhich various prograÍn payments correlated and the degree to which CAIS prograrn

payments alter the value of r"rsirrg production insurance. In the process of mal<ing this

determination, the optimal course of action forthe farni facing a distribution of risl<y returns

can be for¡nd. It allolvs for comment on the effectiveness of safety net programming and

specifically rvhether using all available prograrì'ìs is optirnal for the farmer.

To accornplish these objectives, tlris stucly encompasses five sections that investigate

safety net program Llse as a decision making process for a farmer. Chapter 2 reviews the

economic literature on modeling decision rnaking under risk. It discusses how risk is

¡epresented, the representation of the decision maker's preferences, and how risl<y decisions

can be analyzed in cases where the preferences of decision makers are heterogeneous or

runl<nown. It also reviews how these concepts have been applied in the past in relation to

safety rìet programtning ancl government risk rnanagernent policy'

Chapter 3 provides a brief background of the urarket and agronornic environment in

Western Canada that detelrnines farm incomes. It also presents the mechanics of the

government safety net progranrs. The fourtli chapter presents the methodology and data
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solrces Lrsed in this study. The main tool used in this analysis is a stochastic budgeting

moclel of a rept'esentative farm. Monte Carlo simulation is used to perform the actttal

analysis. Data sources necessary to create such a model are also revierved' The results

clerived f¡orn the simulation model ale presented in Chapter 5' A discussion of these

fìndings follows in ChaPter 6.
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CHAPTER 2

LITBRATURBREVIEW:DECISIONMAKINGUNDERRISK

This study will rnodelthe operation of a sample farm with income subject to risl< and

a set of government programs that alters these outcomes' The model must quantify the

irnpact of these progralïs for numerous scenarios across a wide range of outcontes' This

impact is relevant farmer decision rnalcing regarding progralll use and an economic

fi.arlreworl< must be developecl that can logically represent farmer risk preferences' This

chapter oLltlines previous work on the sources of risk in agriculture and lTow they might be

|epresented in an economic model. Economic theory on how preferences for stlch risl< can

be expressecl both qualitatively and quantitatively is reviewed' Firrally, previous enrpirical

rvorlc on the impact of safety net progratns is examined to unclerstand the products and

pitfalls of these analYses,

2.1 Definition of Risk

Economic analysis of farm firm decision making is incornplete tlnless risl< is

incorporated. For this study, the impact of government program use cannot be colnpletely

rnoclelecl without inclucling the conclitions of uncertainty that are used to justify such

prograÍì.ìs. What is not straightforward is the natttre of risk present in agricultural production

ancl the llleans by which economists can incorporate such risk into econotnic moclels' For

example, the assertion that agricultural production is s¡bject to greater risk than other

sectors of the ecorìolny is common, however little erripirical work has been done to

substantiate this clairn. Within agriculture, there is significant heterogeneity of risk witlt

respect to geography, Productio¡ technology, and firm size' In addition, economists have yet
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to agree uporì a theorY of the

clecision making process, While

this chapter will broadly review

risk with Particular attention to

perfolrning sttch analYsis'

fìrrn under risk that adeqr'rately represents the underlying

it will not cover all of the advancements rnade in this field'l

tlre progress made in analyzirtgfirm decision making under

agricultrtral crop production and outline a set of tools for

2.1.1 Decisiorr Making and Risl<: Vocabr"rlary

To analyze fàrrn business decisiorls in the presence of risk, a cotnmon language is

essential. I-{ardal<er et al. (2004a) present a set of terms that ably describe business decision

making. when the fann business faces decisions with t'isky consequerìces' the cornbined

notion of the clecision and its otltcotnes can be called Therislry prospect' The person charged

r,vitrr rnal<ing trre decision and accepti'g its or¡tcome is Íhe crecision rnaker; i. agricr-rltnral

analyses, this pefson is ofteri the farmer' The outcomes faced by the decision maker are

r.isky becaus e of eventsor states of nature over which the decision maker has no control' For

tlrefat.lndecisiorrlnaker,comrnoditypricesareagerrerallycitedexample.The

consequences or payoffs that result from choices made and the occurrence of a risky event

or events are generally expressed in terms of a single outpttt variable' such as profrt or

rvealth. Fiually, the clecision maker possesses some measure of preference over the possible

set of payoffs and a procedure for rarrking these payoffs' Economic models of risk try to

accurately depict the nature and scope of the risky prospect by incorporating as many events

ancl as lluch knowledge abor-rtthe preferences of the decision tnaker as is feasible'

3 
See Just and pope (2002) and Hardaker, et al. (2004a) for a summary'
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2.1.2 Defining Risk

ThesearchforadefinitiorrofriskcanbetracedtoKnight,slg2lworkRlsk,

(JncertainÍy,andProfil'Hislastingcontribtrtionwastheatternpttoclearlydelirreatetlre

clifference between risk and uncertainty. Risks, asserted I(night, were those variables not

l<norvn with certainty bLrt where the probabilities of possible outcomes were known a priori'

uncertainty, in contrast, is a lack of knowledge regarding probabilities' This interpretation

is less than satisfying; if one can admit that future events cannot be foretold with certainty'

it is cliff,rcult to argue that one can knolv the probabiliry of future events with certainty'

Froln the perspective of the economic modeler, it is difficult to model events for which no

prior krrowleclge exists. while tlie distinction between risk and uncertainty is important attd

oft-cited, the nollenclatttre has not at all been adhered to in subsequent research where the

terms often appear interchangeably, For example, Moreddu (2000) defirTes risk as

,,uncertainty (i.e. ilnperfect knowledge or predictability because of randomness) in

ontcomes that rnight involve adversity or losses'" The reality is that economists have come

to no agreer].ìer1t ol't the meaning of the tertl]s "risk" and "Lìncertainty'"

A better approach is to identify and classify actual risks' Agricultural risk can be

categorized in many ways. Given that agricultural risk can only be broadly def,tned' any

systemofclassificationslrouldbeconsideredillustrative,notcomprehensive.Hardaker

(2004a) outlines five types of risk with relevance to agricultural production' one is yield

risk, the variability in prodr-rction dlte to weather and biological factors' The second is

market risk rvhich refers to price levels, including the price of inputs and outputs as well as

the value of currencies. Third are personal risks, encompassing a wide assortment ranging

from workplace safety to ernployer'/employee relations' Foilrth are institutional risks' These

10
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might inclr-lde changes in the nature of government intervention and also in relationships

between the farrn business and its suppliers and customers, that is, complications of

irrdUstrial organization. Last are financial risks including interest rate fluctuations and

changes in the availability of credit. Together these various risks are termed "business risk'"

Economic analysis generally represents br¡siness risk by changes in the level of wealth

possessecl by the decision maki¡g firtn or individçal or in measures of gain or loss resttlting

fro'r a decision rnade, Measltres of gain or loss rnight include profrt or net income'

To identify areas of focus for ecouomic research, many studies have tried to gatlge

rvhich of these risks is most irnportant. A strong degree of consequence and qr"rantitative

tractability are necessaLy if these risl<s are to be incorporated in economic models' Sttrveys

of farmers have consistently shown price and yield risks to be of greatest concern' This is

appears to be true in both Canada (AAFC 1998) and elsewhere (Cobte' et al' 1999)' Unlike

other risks, especially personal and institutional risks' price and yield variability can be

readily quantif,red.

2.2 Representing Risk

As identified in the previotts sectiott, the farmer faces decisions with risky

consequences. The risky prospect represents both opportunity and threat for the farmer'

referrecl to as ,'specLllative risk" in the insurance literature (Rejda 2005)' The uncertain

consequences of the risky prospect give the fartner the potential to reap higher profìts or

suffer gr.eater losses. The insurance literature generally prefers to deal with risks where only

losses are possible, often callecl "pttre risk'" Agricultural risks' especially market and yield

risks that are addressed by government policy and programming are almost always

11
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speculative risks. This becomes an issue r,vhen one attempts to mathematically represent risk

fol analysis.

Risk in a mathematical or statisticalcontext is application of probability'4 In the case

of certain pure risks, it is easy to represent risk in a discrete sense' For example' the

probability that a rare infection or clisease is discovered in a given animal in canada r11ight

be i in l,000,000. sucl.r discrete probabilities are less usefill when analyzing speculative

risks. The expected wheat yield for the fanner is not an either/or scenario but a continuot'ts

ser.ies of alt possible outcomes and their related probabilities of occurt'ence' This

infornration is containecl in a continuous probability clensity ft'mction, or pdf' A discrete

statement of probability cloes not adeqLtately describe the rislcy prospect and does not allow

the decision maker to adequately assess the relative merits of his available choices'

YoLtng (1984) observes that the representation of risk is driven by the decision rtlle

one wishes to employ in assessing preferences for that risk' To tltilize expected utility

theory, a fi'amework outlined in the following cliapter' risk is to be represerited by "a vector

of (potentially all) mornents of the probability distribtttion'" The complete vector is a Taylor

series expansion of the pdf. If fewer moments of the pdf are available' for example only the

mean and variance, restrictive assrtmptions such as the nonnality of returns must be made'

The literature provides "sufficient evidence" that such assttmptions are not justified (Turvey

1gg2). To analyze the outcomes presented by the risky prospect, complete pdfs for each

alternative ale necessarY'5

a For a review of basic statistical concepts relevant to risk analysis' see Vose (2000)'

Chapter 3.
5 The probability distribution function can also be expressed as a cumulative distribution

fitnction or cdf. For a random variable x, the cdf C(x) represents the probability of

occLln'erìce of all events less than or equal to x'

12
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2.3 Expected Utility: A Frallework for Analysis

O'ce the nature of the risky prospect is characTerized, a framework to evaltlate the

presented risky altematives is fequired. It is often assttmed that the farm decision maker

afternpts to maximize profit, or expected profit, in the case of risk' As early as 1738'

Bernoulli realized that real life decision makers tnay require a more nuanced decision rule'

Instead of profit maximization, he proposed that decision makers assigned what he called a

,,uloral expectation value" to uncertain otltcomes, what is currently called utility' This

allorvs the decision maker to express varying levels of marginal utility over the range of

possible olìtcones. Accordingly, a function exists that relates a given otltcome variable -

'sually 
wealth, profit, or income- to this measLlre of wellbeing called utility' For example, it

allows the decision malcer to place greater impodance on the first dollars of income than on

higher levels of income.

In the presence of risk, the idea that different levels of income are valued differently

by tlie decision maker gives credence to the idea that rational decision makers may have

incentive to avoid risl<. If the decision maker faces two uncertain outcomes of eqtral

probability, there may be a certain valtte less than the weighted average of these two

uncertain possibilities that gives the decision maker the same level of utility, called a

cerlctinty ecprit,crlent (CE). Its existence sllggests that the individuat prefers more risl< to less'

FigUre 2.1 gives a glaphical example of the determination of the cE value for a decision

with two equally probable ontcomes, lfp and ¡v¡, ãÍrd a utility function u(u')' The risky

prospect has an expected value of E(r,u) wtrich has a level of utility corresponding to point c

where E(u,) intersects the chord between points A and B' At this level of utility' outcome

cù(u)gives the same level of utility as the risky prospect' The difference befween the cE

13
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attitucles towards l.isl< were first macle known long ago, they were not fonnally incorporated

irrto econonric literature until Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) laid otlt the

forndatio's of an axiomatic framework for what is now called the Expected Utility Model

(EUM). Robison and Barry (1987) identify four key axioms that decision makers must obey

in order to formulate a utitity function that represents his preferences' The first, ordering'

sllggests that for two choices x and y, the decision maker must prefer one to the other, or be

i'cliffere't between thern. The second axiorn, transitivity, states that ifx is preferred toy and

y to z,then.r m¡st be preferrecl to z. The thild, substitution, says that if x is preferred toy

and tlrere is a risky prospect with two alternatives , px + (1-p)z and py + (|-p)e where p is the

probability of x or y, the frrst alternative is preferred to the second. Finally, the certainty

equivalent axiorn states, as identified above that a certainty equivalent value y exists

between two r.isky outcomes x and z where the decision maker is indifferent between the

14
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risl<y prospect and the ceftain value. If the decision maker aclheres to these axiotns, thet'e

exists a utility fitnction that represents his preferences'

The utility function ancl the individual decision maker's expectations about the risky

prospect are needed to analyze decisions under risk. Remember that the risky prospect is

represented by pdfs of each alternative. Witli these two pieces of information inside the

axiomatic framework, the utility of the risky prospect can be expressed as its expected

tutility, the probability-weighted sum of all possible outcomes. Assumitrg that xi is theTth

outcorne of a risky prospect x and P(S) is the cdf corresponding to the likelihood of all

possible outcorlesj, then the expected utility can be expressed mathematically as:

(2.1) U(x,) = J(", ls)P(s)ds.
0

T¡e Lrtility given by the above formula is defined up to a positive lineartransformation. It is

a unitless llleasltre allowing only for rank comparisons of Lrtility values; it can only be said

tlrat orre choice is prefelred to another, not that itis20% better, for example, Still, the EUM

gives a robust criterion for ranlcing risky alternatives.

2.3.1 Risk Attitudes

A¡y decision rule derived frorn EUM criteria is critically deperident upon the Lrtility

filnctio¡ ¡sed in analysis. However, one cannot use the Lrtility function itself to categorize

the risl< attitucle of the decision maker. Because the utility is sLrbject to linear

tl'a¡sfo¡lations as mentioned above, different Lrtility functions can yield identical certainty

equivalent results. Robison ar.rd Barry (1987) identify the bending rate of the utility fttnctiotr

as a unique nleasllre to classify decision makers. The second derivative of the utility

flunctio¡ can be used to represent the "direction of bending" of the utility filnction. It is

15
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negative for the risk averse, zero for the risk neutral, and positive for the risk preferring

decision mal<er. However, the value of the second derivative is not comparable amongst

decision makers, again because the utility function is subject to linear transformations' To

combat this problenr, Pratt (1964) and Arrow (1965) separately introduced the absoh-rte risk

aversion coefficient, given as:

(2'2) R,("; = -!/"!Ù 'u'(x) )

rvhere u'(x) and (J"(x) are, Iespectively, the fìrst and second parlial clerivatives of the

utility function rvith respect to the outcoltre trìeastlre, x' The Pratt-Arrow coefficient can

adaptecl to give a measure of the elasticity of rnarginal utility, called the relative (or partial)6

risl< aversion coefficient (RRAC):

(2.3) R,(-)=-+#

The RRAC allows risk aversion to be compared across problems where decision maker

rvealth endowments or rneasuies of gain and loss are different. An example is wealth

expressed in clifferent currencies, or from different tirne periods. The values of these

coefficients are unitless; positive values correspond to risk averting behaviour and negative

values correspond to risk preferring behaviour'

Most studies regarding clecision rnaking under risk makes the assurnption that

clecision makers are risk averse. The nattlre of tliis risk aversion can take on a number of

forms (Maklci, somrvaru, and vandeveer 2004). The main difference centers on how risk

aversion changes as the payoff lneasLlle changes, especially when the payoff measure is

u R,(*) is called a relative

aversion coefhcierlt when x
risk aversion coefficient when x is wealth and a partial risk

is clefined in terms of gain or loss (Robison and Barry 1987),

16
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lvealth. Intuition suggests that risk aversion is decreasingfor lJ(u), if ru represents wealth;

the wealthier decision lnaker is less risk averse because they can "afford" to tal<e on

occasional losses. This is callecl decreasing absohÍe risk aversion or DARA' A DARA

,tility f¡nction inherently exhibits the additional property of constant relative risk aversion

(Harclal<er. eÍ a..2004a). In the past, it has been computationally efficient to ignore changing

levels of risl< aversion. Utitity functions with fixed risk aversion levels are said to exhibit

constanl absolttte risk aversion, or CARA'

2.3.2 Functional Forrns, Risk Aversion coefficients, and choice variables

Economists have lreen less than successful in translating the above r-rnderstanding of

Lrtility into solid ernpirical procednres, Hammond (1974) outlines three general difficLrlties

encountered in e¡.rpirical work: it is difficult to estimate the preference clll've, estimated

preferences may pose analytical clifficulties, arrcl analyses are of unwieldy size' Put more

plai'ly, it is difficLrlt to choose a functional form for the Lrtility function; the ftlnctional form

consistent with assessed risk preferences may not be mathematically tractable; and the large

nrmber of risks to be inclLrded in the model rnay further cornplicate the analysis. The first

two difficulties are discussed below.

With respect to the fìr.st point, there has been no solid consensus that real-world

clecision mal<ers possess a given type of risk preference' Makki, Somwartt, and Vandeveer

(2004) sumrnarize seventeen empirical studies of farmer risk preferences. The majority of

these str"rciies find that most farmers exhibit risk averse behaviour, but the degree of risk

aversion is unclear. The rnajority of sturdies that atternpted to define this risk aversion

ful.ther found evidence of DARA on aggregate (for example, chavas and Holt 1996)'
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I-lowever, for individual plirnary producers, clear evidence of DARA was not found. When

atternpting to match algebraic specificatiorrs of the utility function with elicited or expected

risl< preferences for real-world decision makers, it has been for-lnd that functional forms rvith

vely differerrt ploperties have conrparable goodness of fit (Hardaker et al 2004a).

In addition, ernpiricalwork must considerthe degree of risk aversion present. Again,

no available research has definitively found a level of risk aversion for agricultural

¡rrodrrcers as a group. Anderson and Dillon (1992) propose a ror.rgh guide to classifuing

producers by their relative risk aversion coefficient, R,., They speculate that R,. lies betrveen

one and two for rnost risk avet'se farrn decision makers. An,R,. of 0.5 woLlld indicate hardly

any risl< aversion and an À,.of four would indicate extreme risk averse behaviour. It is likely

instructive to look at a broad spectrum of preferences for risk.

Even if a functional forrn and its applied properties are assumed to be characteristic

of the clecision maker and a level of preference for risk is applied, a fitrther cornplication is

that argLrnrent of the utility function is not yet specifiecl. Anderson and Hardaker (2002)

state that the sarne risk attitudes should apply regardless of whether outcomes, previor"rsly

ex¡rressed by the variable x, are expressed as wealth, incotne, or gain and loss. While wealth

is ntost commonly considered, questions have been raised as to how accul'ate attempts to

ascertain the correlation betrveen risl< aversion and wealth are (Lybbert and Just

forthcorning). Moreover, accllrate data on wealth may be difficult to obtain or prescribe to

ind ividuals (Flammorrd 197 4).

Assuming CARA preferences has been one method of dealing with this problem.

Hanrmond (1974) showed that the assumption of CARA could be used in applied risk

stuclies as proxy for decision makers with nonconstant risk aversion. In summary,



I{alrmond said that fortwo risky choices, adjusting payoffs by a constant measure of wealth

ot. solre other "asset position" would only change preferences at a single asset position.

Becagse of the preponderance of "situations where decisions are insensitive to asset

positiou", constant absolute risk aversion lllay be assumed. This assumption was maintained

in the work of Kramer and pope (1986) ancl McCarl (198S). Another approach was offered

by Anderson and Hardaker (2002), r.vho drew upon Friedrnan's (1957) pertnanent income

hypothesis to draw equivalence between relative risl< aversion coefficients if the payoff

,reasure is wealth or income. Given the range of opinion on the matter, utilizing rnultiple

approaches if at all possible and conducting sensitivity analysis seeffìs sensible'

The rnost cornmonly used functional forms for the utility function are either CARA

or DARA ancl utilize both relative and absolute risk aversion concepts. A negative

exponential function ofthe forur:

Q'$U(x)=1-ex'(11"x)

is ofte¡ gsed; it is mathematically convenient, but exhibits CARA, which is not necessarily

desirable. Two types of tltility fttnctions that are DARA are often employed' These are the

logarithmic and power. They take the following forms:

(2.5) U(x) = ln(x) and,

(2.6) U(x)= --1--''-u'1- À,

When R, is approximately one, the logarithmic function is often used in place of a power

function to eliminate the problem of division by zero. Without consensus on optirnal

empirical technique for using models of expect utility, it is best to choose rnethods that

allow for flexibility and comparison of alternative approaches. The stochastic efficiency

niethods oLrtlined in Section 2.4 do this'
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2.3.3 Alternatives to the Expected Utility Model

Though it is widely used in economic analysis, the EUM, as a behavioLrral theory of

clecisio¡ ntal<ing under risk, has come under considerable criticism. Most commonly, it is

asserted that decision makel's do not behave in a manner consistent with the EUM and that

in fact, l'eal-rvorld decision malcers have systematic biases that prevent them from exhibiting

expected Lrtility rnaximizing behaviour. The work of Kahneman and Tversky (1979) is an

oft-cited example. Further to this, expected utility theory may impose implausible risk

aversion characteristics on decision makers where the stakes of the risky prospect are

¡roclest (Rabin 2000). Another criticism is that a number of the assumptions or axioms

necessary to plove the EUM are too restrictive (Stanner 2000). In response, econolnists

have clevelopecl numerous models of so-called "non-expected Lrtility." Starmer (2000)

pr.ovides an excellent review of the systetnic inconsistencies found in the EUM and the

many models proposed to replace it. However, no single alternative model has any

consensgs behind it. Furthermore, so long as the axioms can be regarded as suitable guides

for rational decision rnakers, it is possible to "(interpret) Expected Utility Theory

normatit,ely as a model of horv people ought to choose and prescriptively as a practical aid

to choice" (Starmer 2000). The following section outlines procedures for the prescriptive

use of the EUM in decision analysis at the farm level.

2.4 Stochastic Dominance in Risk Analysis

If the goal of risk analysis is to rank risky alternatives, then the EUM is an excellent

prescriptive tool. I-Iowever, it folces analysts to nlake certain assttmptions that are

problematic. An EUM requires a ìitility function, an exact representation of preferences. As
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covered above, it is difficult if not impossible for researchers to ascertain an individLral's

exact preferences. Moreover, preferences are unique to individuals and no single utiliry

function can be said to represent the preferences of a range of individuals.

I(ing a¡d Robison (19S4) identify the use of "efficiency criteria" as a n-ìeans to

overcorrìe the problerns inherent in choosing a utility function. An efficiency criterion can

rank (at least partially) choices given "specified restrictions oti preferences and, in some

cases, ol.ì probability distributions of feasible alternatives." It separates rislcy alternatives

into efficient and inefficient sets. Efficient sets are said to "dominate" inefficient ones' The

opti¡ral coLlrse of action for the decision maker lies within the efficient set, so long as two

conclitions trold: first, that the irrdividual's preferences are consistent with the assumptions

macle about the nature of the utility function in deriving the risk-eff,rcient set; and second,

that he i¡clividual's sLrbjective probability distributions for outcomes are identical to those

assurrreci for the analysis (Hardaker et al. 2004a).Generally, the more specific the

restrictions becorne, the more powerful the efficiency criterion and the smaller efficient set.

I{olvever, imposing more restrictions potentially excludes individuals. Obvior"rsly, this

presents the problem of a potential trade-off between what King and Robison (1984) call

"discrilninatory power ancl potential applicability." Such a trade-off can be seen in trvo of

the most sirnple efficiency criteria, first-order and second-order stochastic dorninance (FSD

ancl SSD). Hanoch and Levy (1969) and Hadar and Russell (1969) introduced these criteria

irrclependerrtly. The only restriction necessary to apply FSD is that the decision mal<er have

positive marginal utility, i.e, that U'(x) > 0. For two cumtllative distribution functions

(representi¡g two risky alternatives) shown in Figure 2.2, F(x) and G(x), F(x) is FSD if at

every point along the distribLrtion, it has a higher value than G(y''
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Figure 2.2 GraplricalExample of Stochastic Dominance
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Source:Adapted 1ì'om Richardson et al (2001)'

simultaneo¡sly consider many alternatives, so FSD has little discriminatory power' If the

two clistributions being compared happen to cross, SSD may be used provided that the

decisio' maker conforms to more restrictive risk attitudes, SSD requires that the decision

maker is risk averse, that is having a utility filnction of positive but decreasing slope (U'(')

> 0 arrd lJ,,(x)> 0). To colt'ìpare trvo alternatives by SSD, the cumulative area under the cdfs

are contpared. The dominant alternative is the one for which the culnulative area under the

cdf F(x) is always less than area accLllïulated under the alternative H(x) as one examines

increasirrg values of x. This can be seen mathematically as

tl

e.i) IFþ)ax < lnçx¡ax,

and graphically in Figure 2.2.h is important to note that the distribution which first begins

to accurlulate area call never be dorninant by SSD. This is because the SSD criterion

incorporates the risk preferences of alt risk averse decision makers' Those with extreme

levels of risk aversiorr, what is sometinres called loss aversioir, are included in this set. It is
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Lrnlil<ely that many decisiorr tnal<ers

left-tail problenr, is one example of

(Robison and MYers 2002).

exhibit this behaviour' This phenomenon, called the

the limitations of basic stochastic dominance criteria

2,4.1 SDRF and SERF

The clifficulry with FSD and SSD is that tliey are not very discrirninatory and result

in large ef,ficierrt sets. These methods consicler a wide range of risk preferences' If one can

assl'ïle that the rreaslrre of risk aversion falls within given bounds smaller than those

inlrerent in SSD, srnaller more applicable efficient sets can be obtained. Meyer (1977)

providecl this breakthrough, outlining a stochastic dominance procedure that assumed lorver

and upper bounds on the absolute risk aversion function' In practice, one could also asstlme

boulnds on relative risk aversion function and convert. This techniqtle also required

assumptions about the shape of the Lrtility fr-lnction. Thus the procedure has come to be

known as stochastic dotninance yt,ilh respect to afunction or sDRF.

SDRF 
'tleasLtres 

the differences in utility between two distribtrtions F(x) and G(x)' A

utility function is assumed and bounds are placed upon the risk aversion coefficient' The

follorving expression is sequentially evaluated for each bound

If the rni.imum of the above expression for both values of ttre risk aversion coefficient is

positive, then decision ¡rakers unanimously prefer G(x) To F(x), or G(x) dorninates F(x)

(Meyer 1977). If the expression is not positive, then the terms can be switched and

reevaluated by the same process. This is a pair wise comparison: dominated alternatives

clrop out of the efficient set and remaining alternatives are evaluated against each other Lrntil

(2.8) 
J(G(rú) - F(x))U'(x)dx.
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no lïore sllch elilninating can take place. It is irnporlant to note that FSD and sSD aLe

special cases of SDRF where the bounds on the risk aversion coefficient are (-co, 'o) and (0,

.o) respectively.

Making additional assutnptions about risk preferences can eliminate the problems

with previous methocls, such as the "left-tail problem," but it necessarily turns attention to

the measurement of decision maker's preferences' Assutning a form for the urtility function

presents a number of issues dealt with in Section 2'3' Sorting decision makers into

categories basecl on risk aversion bounds rnay be problernatic' but most analyses have

overcor'ì1e this by perfortning some type of sensitivity analysis with respect to the risk

aversion bounds. There are also cotnputational limits to SDRF: the pair wise compat'isons

are cumbersome and may not result in the smallest effìcient sets and the data points for each

clistribLltion rnust be specifìed over the same set of probability values (Robisorr artd Myers

2002),

ArecentitnprovetrrenttoSDRFmakestlristypeofarralysislTìorecomputationally

efficient and the output easier to comprehend for those who are not familiar with the

nrethodology. In their seminal paper' Flardaker et al' (2004b) describe a method they call

slocllasliceJJiciencylvithrespeclloafttnction(SERF)'LikeSDRF,SERFutilizesan

assurnecr utirity function and bounds on the risk aversion coefficient. SERF improves upon

sDRF by allowing for simultaneous cornparisons of risky alternatives at all levels of risk

aversiorr, even inside the specified bounds' It does restrict data to ceftain probability fractile

values. But perhaps most irnportantly, it "provides a cardinal measure of the decision

rnaker'S conviction for prefe|ences amoÍìg alternatives at each risk aversion level" by

representing Lrtility in the fonn of certainty equivalent values and the difference between CE
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values as a premium that can be attlibuted to any difference in alternatives (Hardaker et al'

2004b). This represents the output of the analysis in terms that are easier to explain ancl

pe¡nits the analystto ascertain the lelative significance of each alternative in question'

Once cumulative distribution functions for each risky altet'native have been

obtainecl, the procedure for perforrning the SERF analysis contains the following steps: first'

the values of x, the outcome variable, are convefted to their corresponding utility levels

tusing an assurned utility filnction and assulned risk aversion coefhcients' Seconcl' each

fìnite utility value is multiplied by its associated probability to arrive at a weighted average

of Lrtility of outcomes. Repeati¡g this process for a sufficient number of discrete points of

the risl< aversion coefficient can desct'ibe the relationship between utility and risl< aversion

I.or each alter.native. This allows one to see how the efficient set changes as the risk aversion

coefficient is changed. The utility levels provided have corresponding certainty equivalent

values that can be for.rnd by taking trre inverse of the specified r-rtility function' The key

output of the sERF process is a graph illustrating the relationship between the level of risk

avelsion ancl the CE for each alternative. Such a graph shows clearly the stochastically

efficient alternative or alternatives for a range of decision makers'

2.5 Previous Studies

Many stuclies have incorporated Expectecl utility and Stochastic Dominance

rnethods in modeling government program usage at the farm level, especialty programs of

procluction or crop insurance. A col]]mon approach is to select a representative farm for a

giverr region; the data necessary to do this are the cash flows that characterize fartn

prolitability, namely revenues and costs. stochastic sitrutlcttion rnethods are often used to
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generate the clistribution of these cash flows, with price and yield data for the region

incorporated to form some estimation of risks present. The vast rnajorify of such studies

have lool<ed at farms in the United States; Corn Belt farms most commonly receive

attention. The first studies in ttris area compared various crop insurance and disaster

assistance program designs against each other. The rationale for much of this analysis was

the elinrination of the U.S. Disaster Assistance Program and the renewal and expansion of

the U.S. crop insurance prograrìl throLrgh the FederalCrop Ittsurance Act of 1980.

I(ramer and Pope (1982) determined the optimal pattern of mr.rltiple peril crop

insurance Llse or-ì continuous corn cropping Virginia farms. They looked at a range of price

and yield coverage options, simulating net returns for nine scenarios. Second degree

stochastic clolninance was used to rank the alternatives, with the high coverage option found

to be rnost advantageous,

I(i¡g ancl Oanrek (1983) exarnined a sample of ten continuous cropping drylancl

rvheat farl¡s in Colorado, using SDRF to ascertain crop farmers' likelihood of selecting crop

insurance in the abserrce of the disaster assistance program, SDRF criteria deterrnined that

crop insurance options were dominated by benefits previously available under Disaster

Assistance Program, In tlieir concluding retnarks, King and Oamek recognize that the

results of these studies have lirnited application to other farm types. The analysis is filrther

linlited by aggregation problems resulting from assumed heterogeneity among farmet's in a

given enterprise.

Government program options were also analyzed using rnulti-year whole farm

financial rnodels in a number of pLrblished papers. These models create a more detailed

finarrcial picture of the model farm; balance sheet information is assumed to allow for
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analysis of net rvorth and possible bankruptcy. Lemieurx, Richardson, and Nixon (1982)

considered crop insurance participation, disaster assistance payments, and non-participation

over a ten year planning horizon on Texas cotton farms, The effect of these payments on

enclirrg net worth was analyzed by stochastic dominance with respect to a function. High

coverage levels dominated all other alternatives. Mapp and Jeter (1988) performed a sirnilar

analysis for rnixed-farms in Southwestern Oklahoma, adding the option of receiving loan

deficiency program payments, another type of safefy net program providing price supports.

Though they used Expected Value-Variance decision rules, rather than stochastic

donrinance, the authors conclucled that crop insurance was too costly to be beneficial to

Ol<lahoma producers; despite including a variety of crop insurance options in their analysis,

11o11-crop insurance options dorninated.

The above techniques have also been used to ascertain optimat strategies for fànn

decisioll mal<ers that involve crop insurance use and other farm management decisions.

Schoney, Taylor, and Hayward (1994) use simulation methods and second degree stochastic

dominance to determine the optimal crop diversification and crop insurance strategies for

farmers in the black soil zone of Saskatchewan. They fournd that when incotnes among

crops are highly correlated, minilnal diversification is best; crop insurar.ìce use does not

donrinate, though this is likely due to the use of the SSD criterion. The authors do find that

crop insurance "(reduces but does not eliminate) the economic severity of major crop

disasters." It seems likely that a rrore discriminating efficiency criterion woLlld find that

crop insurance was optirnal for decision makers with high levels of risk aversion.

While there has been considerable study of the incentives to use crop insuratrce in its

various rnanifestations, a lirnited number of papers have looked at crop insurance when used

l
t
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collcllrrently with progralïs that are sirnilarly targeted to provide government subsidy when

falrn incomes are below nonnal. Two recent works have looked at current U.S. Farrn Bill

prograrlìs and their effect on crop insurance usage. Hauser, Sherrick, and Schnitkey (2004)

analyzecl corn-soybean farms in Illinois, looking at the relationships between various crop

insurance options (traditional rnuttiple peril crop insurance and reventle insurance among

them, as well as nLtmerous hybrid products) and countet'-cyclical payments, a U.S. program

that compensates for price declines on a fixed, historical yield. Using correlation

coefficients and sensitivity analysis, the authors foLlnd that crop insurance and the counter-

cyclical payment prograln are not substitutes, likely because crop insurance is strorrgly

linl<ed to current price and yietcl expectations of the farlner, whereas the counter-cyclical

prograrll is tnore "perrnanent."

Gr.ay et al. (200a) combined much of the previous methodology in this area in

examining the valr¡e of crop insurance in the face of the entire host of U'S. Fann Bill

program payments. Their worl< studied Indiana farms employing a 50-50 corn/soybean

rotation. They utilizecl SERF criteria to ascertain not only preferred program usage

strategies for fanr decision rnakers, but also the degree to which one choice is to be

preferred to another, given preferences for risk. For two scenarios, use and non-use of the

Crop Reve¡ue Coverage insurance program, the irnpacts of all U.S. Farrn Bill programs

were simulated on a per acre basis over 2,000 iterations to produce a distribution of returns'

A power function, exhibiting DARA, was used foL the certainty equivalent calculations' The

authors conclucted sensitivity analysis with respect to the coefficient of relative risk

aversion; values for the coefficient ranged fi'om zero to four. Uniike past studies, Gray et al.

(2004) tooked specifically at how the value of other programs is affected by insurance use,
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While all progranls increased the expected returns to farmers, the more important

conclusion was that the presence of an array of farm payments decreased the value of crop

insurance and necessitated large sLrbsidies to make the crop insurance plogram viable'

Together the above papers suggest the following conclusions: first, an analysis of

risl< marragen'ìent programming should incorporate the stochastic nature of the major

cleternrinants of farm incorne, especially price and yield. Second, expected urtility and

stochastic dominance a¡e established tools for analysis of decision rnaking under risk.

Thircl, the opti¡al pattern of government program participation is not the same for all farm

types. Sirnilarly, govelnment programs may have very different effects. There is a need to

apply these ¡rethods to the case of Western Canadian farrn safety net programs to provide a

lnor.e complete assessment of the impacts of these programs on fartn profitability and

benefits derived by farmels fi'om the safety net as a whole'
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CHAPTER 3

CONTBXT: AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL POLICY IN WBSTERN
CANADA

To understand the risky prospect presented by the array of government programs

available to farmers in Western Canada, the characteristics of crop procitrction and farm

managelllent mLÌst fiLst be reviewed. This chapter reviews two areas: markets and

agronomy, as risl<s related to these two areas have been identified as very impoltant'

AgricLrltr,rr.e in Western Canada is dynamic; farmers compete in a global rnarketplace. The

tlrree pr.airie provinces of Altrerta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba exported over $13 billion in

agricultr-rral products in 2006, or nearly half of Canadian agricultural exports (AAFC

2006b). The price r.eceived by crop producers in Western Canada is driven by global factors

that irnply complex risks. Sirnilarly, crop production is subject to ntlmerous sollrces of risk,

notably weather. Drogght, floocl, and frost have all caused significant yield losses in the past

few years. The following description points out the key aspects of prodr-rction agriculture

necessary to create a rnodel of farm returns, focusing on sources of risk and the set of

sirnplifying assttmptions necessary for a tlactable model'

with a solid unclerstanding of ttre farm management problern, governuent

intervention that is intended to improve fann incomes nìay be considered' The motivations

for safety net progr.arns and relevant economic research regardir,g various types of programs

is reviewed, Finally, this section explains the mechanics of current government

programming and how this might be incorporated into the model of fartn returns,
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3.1 Characteristics of Western Canadian Agricr-rlture

Western Canada has historically been known prirlarily as a wheat producing region'

In each of the three prairie provinces - Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba - wheat is the

crop that covers more of the arable acreage than any other single crop, but most farms are

diversified into at least three or four crops depending on the region in which they are

situated. The crop mix in each region is cletermined in large part by agronomic factors such

as soil type, clirnate, ancl Iloistrtre avaitability, and also by proximity to markets' The

analysis in this paper concentrates on a single region in Western Canada, the Red River

Valley of the province of Manitoba, This section is intended to or-ltline the characteristics of

agricultural prodr-rction and lnarketing in the grains and oilseeds sector that are relevant to

an analysis of farm income for this region'

3.1.1 Agronorny of the Red River Valley

The Red River Valley of Manitoba includes areas on both the east and west banks of

the Recl River in aÍì area extending fi'om the United States border north to the city of

Sellcirk. Manitoba Agricultural Services Corporation (MASC), the provincial crop instlrance

provider, designates this Risl< Area 72, an area that incltldes all or parl of 24 Inunicipalities

plus the city of winnipeg. The geographic location is illustrated on a map of the province in

Appendix A, MASC apportions the areas based on similar agronomic and crop yield

outcornes. Inside each Risk Area, land is fi-rrther divided into soil zones, from A to J, based

npon the soil's productive capacity or yield potential. Table 3'l shows how crop land in

Risk Area 12 is apportionecl by soil zone. Most of the soils in the region aIe vefy

procluctive, much of it rich blacl< clay. The downside to this is that these soils also have poor
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internal drainage. MASC designates such land as "32" soils. These 32 soils make ttp

approxirnately 10% of crop land in the area (Wilcox 2006)'

Table 3.1 Soil Zones in MASC Risk Area 12 (% of total)

Zone Risk Area l2 Provincial Average

A
B
C

D
E,

F
G
H
I
J

Uninsurable

0.0
4.7

24.4
29.0
19.5

12.2
2.9
0.2
3.3
2.6
1.2

0.3
4.1

9.4
1 1.6

12.6
9.9
9.4

l 3,l
14.7
14.0

0.9

Source: Adapted frorn Wilcox (2006)

Soils are one factor influencing the types of crops growrì in the Red River Valley;

the others are climate and weather. While the growing season is long relative to other areas

of Wester¡ Canada, it is short compared to many other agricultural regions of the world'

Average temperatures are above freezing fi'orn April to October' The area receives an

average of approximately 1,800 growing degree-days7 and a frost free period of between

105 and 135 days. Average precipitation amounts to 515 rnillimetres annually, which often

places stress oll crops, given poor drainage conditions identified earlier (MAFRI2006)'

i Growirrg degree-days are a measure of accumulated heat necessary to brirrg

rnaturity. Jt ur., differences between daily temperatures unq 1 base temperature

heat iniensity. The base ternperatllre for crops grown in Western Canada is

degrees Celsitls (Canola CoLlncil of Canada 2007)'

plants to
to gauge
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In terms of causing yield losses, these temperature and moisture concerns are the

biggest factors. MASC records the cause of all crop insurance claims, Historical data

suggests that excess moisture ancl drought or heat were each responsible for 36% of

insurance claims. Frost, again related to gror,ving season, was the cause of 11% of claims'

Other concerns such as hail, disease, and insects made up the remaining 17%o. Clearly,

weather variability is important irl determining yield risk.

Given these agronomic conditions, ceúain crops are well suited to be grolvn in the

Recl River Valley region. Table3.2 shows the percentage of acreage insured by MASC in

Risl< Area l2 seecled to various crops. Three crops, red spring wheat, argentine canola, and

oats are widely grown. Acres of barley, the one remaining crop grown widely in Manitoba,

are ¡rainly concentrated in the western portion of the province. Many other crops comprise

small but significant acres in the Red River Valley.

Table 3.2 Percentage Distribution of Selected Field crops by Area

Crop Risk Area l2 Provincial Average

Recl Spring Wheat
Argerrtine Canola
Oats
Barley
Flax
Winter Wheat
Sunflowers
Field Beans

Soybeans
Grain Corn
Carrary Seed

25
r8
r6

5

5

2

5

I
4

4

3

33
28
10

l2
5

2
2
2
1

I

1

Source: Adapted fi'orn Wilcox (2006)



Beyond the three main crops, it is clifficult to detertnine which others rnight be

irnportant for incl¡sion in a rlodel fann. Some of these crops, especially edible beans and

corn are suited to very specific agronornic conditions not predominant in the region. The

length of growing season necessary for these three crops is 85 to 8 8 days for oats' 90 to 100

clays for red spring wheat, andg2to 102 days for argentine canola (MAFRI 2006)' This is

wellwithin the region's g|owing season and irnplies a reduced risk of fi'ost damage'

Information on the performance of various crop rotations in the provirrce of

Manitoba suggests that cereal crops such as wheat, oats, and barley should be alternated

rvith non-cer.eal crops such as canola, flax, and beans. The same dataset also indicates that a

wheat-canola-oats crop rotatiolr is comllorrly trsed. Canola is most commonly seeded into

r.vheat stubble and wheat is most commonly seeded into canola stubble. The seeding of oats

is almost equally split between following wheat and following canola (MMPP 2001)' As an

approxirnation to these observed acreage allotments and rotations used, this stLrdy will

consider a rotation that is 40o/ored spring wheat, 40%ocanol4 and 200lo oats'

3.1.2 Agricultural Marketing in Western Canada

Of relevance to the proþlern posed in this study is how prices are determined for

crops prodLrced in the region. The three nrain crops are used in both the manufacture of food

products and animal feecls. lncreasingly, alternative uses stlch as biofuels are additional

soL'.ce of demand. These varied uses create a lengthy, rlultifaceted marketing channeI or

valLle c¡ain for gr.ains and oilseeds. The chief participants in this marketing channel are

farurerS, elevator companies, progesSoIS' eXporters, and end-users' The plesence of
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international markets for these crops and their processed products adds additional

cotrr¡rlications itt price deternrination (Kolils and Uhl 2002)'

For lvidely traded crops sLtch as the three considered here, price discovery is often

concluctecl on futures exchanges, a transparent mechanism to facilitate trading between all

rnarl<et parlicipants. The crops in question are traded on a number of different exchanges'

Red spring wheat is traded on the Mirrneapolis Grain Exchange, canola is traded on the

winnipeg cornmodity Exchange, and oats is traded on the chicago Board of Trade' The

price Leceived by failners is often determined by these prices, adjusted by a basis factor' The

basis represents an adjustment for location and time between the futures price' a price for a

given point in the filture at a given locatioti for set quality specif,rcations' and the cash price

tlratcanbeofferedtotlrefarmerforgrainathislocationwithhisqualityattributesinthe

present (l(olb 1997). Fanners experience variability in both futures prices and basis levels'

Canadia¡ farmers also bear additional risk related to currency exchange rates' Because

futures prices for spring wheat and oats are qttoted in U'S' dollars' the value of Canadian

clrrrerìcy also cletermines in part tlie price received by the farmer'

Farm price determination for wheat in western canada has one additional feature

not comnìon to other crops discussed here. In the case of wheat, government has intervened

in the ¡narket by establishing a collective marketing agency known as the canadian wheat

Boarcl(CV/B).TheCWBisresponsibleforsellingonbehalfoffarlnersallwlreatdestined

for export malkets or domestic hulnan consumption' It offers farmers a number of unique

pricing options not available thror-rgh the open market. Its traditional method of pricing for

farmers is the pooled price. In the pool, all farmers received a crop-year average price for

wheat of given quality. The farmer collects an initial payment when grain is delivered eqr"ral
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to a portion of the expected pooled price. Interim and final payrnents' collected at later

points ir, the end of the crop year cover the remainder'

lnthepastdecade,theCanadianWlreatBoardhasalsobeguntoofferanutnberof

different pricing options basecl upon u.s.-based futures contracts' These options allow

farmers to bypass the pool and obtain an upfront price for their production' The most rvidely

Lrsed is the Fixed Price contract (FPC), which is based on wheat futures prices from u's'

exchanges'Inthecaseofredspringwlreat,tlrepriceofferedtothefarnreristlre

Mirrrreapolis sprirrg wheat futures price, plus a basis adjustmerrt to make tlrat price

comparable to the PRO, which is based on grain in store in Vancotlver or St' Lawrence'8

Normal dedr_rctions for freight and handling are applied to arrive at a farm gate price' The

proclucer is paid the full price locked in under the FPC ten days after grain is delivered'

Pricing under an FPC is not tied to delivery of grain; rather the farmer delivers grain

through nonnal channels and applies tonnage signecl to FPCs to delivered gLain (canaclian

Wlreat Board 2007a)'

3,2 Farln Safety Net Prograrns in Western Canada

Governments in canada, whether provincial or federal' have implemented some

form of income support for fartners in western canada since the time of the Great

Depression. Agricultural policy in canada is a shared responsibility of the federal and

provincial govelnments. This has contributed to considerable political uncertainty

, While this describes the essential process of locking in a price for wheat under the FPC

other acljustrnents .un ,.ru. the complicate the FPC lrocess' A basis "adjustmeut factor"

rnay be applied that heìps the CWB ;'r'r'ru,'rng. p.ice rLr outside the CWB pool accounts"

(ca'adian wheat gou,¡ 2007b). An "inc.e"mental payment" may also be applied to

colrpensate farmers i", mfái"É grain while awaiting late season delivery'
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sLlrrouncling faLrn policy. Policies are easily changed in the Canadian parliamentary system

and the federal govet'ntnent and each province, often with conflicting btrdgetary realities'

must often jointly implement policy' For this reason' Canadian farmers have been subjected

toaver.italrlealphabetsor"rpoffat.mprogramacronyms'Manyprogramsareeitlrernot

generous enough, generating dissatisfaction among the fann lobby or so generous that

government canrìot rnaintain funding them' All of these efforts have acknowledged a

government role in providing income stabilization and sttpport' bt"tt have not bLlilt a

collserìsus as to the best method of providing this support'

Safetynetprograms,thevehiclesthatclistributegovernlÎentsttpport,aredescribed

by two elements which together determine the net benefit to farmers: who provides funding

ancl how are funds distributecl. Another way to illustrate these concepts is to look

government programs on a cashflow basis: how are funds for the ploglarn obtaineci and

horv are they dispersed. This section identifies these eletnents for safety net programs

available to rvestern Canadian farurers'

If safety net programs contain elenrents of stabilization' it is implied that prodttcers

provide at least some of the funds necessal'y to make program payments' The federal

governnrent,provincialgovertrrrrents,andproducerscornbiningtofundsafetynetproglams

lrave been termed ..tt.ipartite funding.,, Schtnitz, Furtan, arrd Baylis (2002) make a cogent

observation about stabilization as a goal of agricultural policy' They ask what it is

specifically that is to be stabilized. stabilization may be interpreted as reducing incotne

fluctuations by holding to an average' If incomes trend downward over time' this average is

cleclinirrgovertimeaswell'Tlriskindofstabilizationistrnpoptrlarwithfartners'Howeverif

incomes are declirring ancl policy attempts to stabilize around a fixed base' the liabilities to
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governlnent increase until the program is no longer feasible. In some sense, agricultural

policies are called on not orily for stabilization but also for income support.

3,2.1 Key Differences in Safety Net Prograrns

If stabilization or safety net prograrnming requires farmer contributions to fund

paynlents, generally the magnitude of these contribr.rtions is determined prior to the events

that might trigger a payment. This requires a calculation of the probability of the occurrence

of a loss event. Insurance programs are the textbook example, using actuarial calculations to

cf eterrnille the long rlrn cost of the program and the annual contributions necessary from

both farnrers and governrnent to meet this cost obligation. Of course, any safety net

program, even olle entirely firnded by government could be run in such an actuarially sound

marìner, with a designated fund is set aside to cover filture program liabilities. Yet some

governnrent-backed safety net programs draw on general revenLles to meet obligations for

payrnent, Large losses in one year do not irnply decreased benefìts or increased fundirrg

obligations for future years. This is a lcey difference between different safefy net programs

on tlle funding side.

The othel crucial difference between safety net programs concerns the program

trigger, already identified as the defining characteristic of the program (Barnett and Coble

1999). Sorne proglam triggers cover very specific risks in single variables. Traditional crop

insulance progranls, for example, cover crop-specific yield risks. Other programs cover

variables that encompass nrultiple risks. Income risk for most farms is a function of price

and yield risks. When considering the impact of one program on the benefits of another,

these differences are likely to be the source of these impacts. This section specif,rcally
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identifies these elenents by looking at the funding and provision of payments within

western Canadian farrn safety net programs'

3,3 Development of Canadian Fann Safety Net Policy

The most recent nrajor change in Canadian agricrtltural policy came in 2002 with the

introcluction of the Agricttltural Policy Framework (APF)' The APF was organized around

five pillars. The Business Risk Managetnent pillar contained programs to provide an income

safety net. Long-standing provincial crop insurance plograms were preserved and the

federally designed Canadian Agricultural Income Stabilization (CAIS) plogram was

irrtr.oclLlced. To enact the ApF, the federal government needed each province to sign on and

agree to partially ftlnd the programs, Each province had the option of administering CAIS

on its owrl or using federal administrators, For these reasons, the safety net provided to

farrlers, even federatly designed aspects, varied ft'om province to province' In spite of this

asyrnmetry, there was a consciotts effort to create a unifìed grortp of programs that worked

together (AAFC 2007).

In aclditiou, some provinces chose to add so-called "cotnpanion" programs to

augment the agricultural income safety net. These programs use federal and provincial

filnds or may be entiLely provincially funded. Exarnples include Farm Income Stabilization

lnsurance program in Quebec,e and the Spring Price Endorsetnent (SPE) and Revenue

Insurance Coverage (RIC) insurance endorsements available to producers in the province of

Alberta. The next section will briefly review these supports and provide an in depth

clescription of the rnechanics of each program'

n This program is more widely knorvn by its French acronym, ASRA, or Assurance et

Stabilization des Revenues Agricoles.
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3.3,1 Production lnsurance

The essential characteristics of insurance have long appeated to fartners and others

in the agriculture industry as an appropriate way to respond to production risk' Insurance

,,substitLrte(s) average loss for actual loss" (Rejcla 2006) by transferring risk to insurers' who

rvill indemnify the insured for their losses in excliange for a premium' In the case of crop

insuranQe, yield declines shoulcl be indemnified in exchange for premiums' This is referred

to as rnultipte peril crop insttrance (MPCI): farmers are covered for yield declines resLrlting

fr.om a variety of conditions, such as drought, excess moisture' insect datnage' and others' In

the case of actuarially fair insurance programs, the total amount of premiums paid by

farmers shoulcl equal the money paid out in indemnities' In practice' insurers must be

compensated for underwriting expenses so premilttns exceed indernnities' Because matry

potential insured's are risl< ave[Se as clescribed in chapter 2,They are rvilling to pay such

premiums to avoid catastrophic losses. The operation of such a program of insurance has

proven clifficult, if not irnpossible; No private instlrer has been able to profitably offer

multiple-peril crop insurance (Krarner 1983)'

This raises the question as to the reasons why MPCI is not offered by private

insurers, per.haps the risks inherent in crop yields are uninsurable. Rejda (2006) identifies

the follor,virrg conclitions for an insurable risk: A large number of exposure units' acciclental

ancl unintentional loss, determi¡able and measurable loss, no catastrophic loss, calctllable

chance of loss, and economically feasible premiurns. Crop yields risks generally do ttot

conform to these co'ditions. crop yields are not entirery fortuitors. It is difficult to separate

yield losses cìLre to outside factors from those resulting from poor management' There can

exist withoLlt rigorous monitoring a moral ltazard problerl where farmers can help trigger
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irrdernnitypaymentstlrror'rgl,rchangesirrfarmingpractices'lnthatcase,premittmsl]1tìStt.lse

causing fewer farmers to put'chase insttrance'

lnsotnecases,thechanceoflossforanindividualfarmerisnotcalculable.This

gives rise to trre problem of adverse selection. If the insurer cannot distingr-rish between high

r.isk arrcl lolv risk individuals, it charges an average premium, pricirrg low risk individLlals

out of the insurance rnarket. premiums continr¡e to rise as a result' Fi^aty' catastrophic

risks, tlrat is tlre possibility of yield declines acroSS many fartners, are ger,rerally

characteristic of agricrltural production. Agricultur.al crop insurance literature refers to this

as "systemic risk." Events st¡ch as droLrght lead to yield dLops for many producers' If the

insurer is unable to spread risl<, indemnities owed will exceed premiums and any reserves

tlreinsltrerlrasbuiltupandtlreinsurerwillgobankrr.rpt'Tlrecombinedconsequenceof

these co'ditions is that premiums for actuarially fair crop insttrance exceed farmers'

willingness to pay (Barnett and Coble 1999)'

Thesolrrtiontothisper.ceivedmarketfailr-rreisforgovernmenttoprovidesomeform

ofinsurancetlrrouglrgovernmentbackedagenciesatareducedratetofarrners.This

govel.nment sponsored crop insurance is a variant of true actuarially fair instlrance' The first

instanceofacrudeforrnofinsuranceinWesternCarradawasthePrairieFarmAssistance

Act of r939, The program charged farnrers a $0.02 levy per bushel of wheat delivered in

exclrangeforpaymerrtswlrenyieldsinasetareadroppedbelowasetthreslrold.Capswere

setontlreacreagelraseonwlrichafarmercouldbepaidoutforundertlreprograrn'Tlre

progral.rltrradenopretenseofbeingSetupinanywaytlratwouldcalculateprobabilitiesof

loss or charge premittms that coincided with risk (BLitnell 1940)'
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In an effort to provide insurance coverage for crop yields that could applied to all

crop farrners, the fecleral government passed the crop Insurance Act of 1959' This program

providecl federal dolla|s to cover 20% ofthe premiums and 50% of the administration costs

of a pr.ovincially-run insurance scheme, It required the provincial insurers to operate on an

actr-rarially souud basis a¡d ensure that a minimum of 25% of farmer or acreage in a given

area were covered in order to spread losses. Since the advent of crop insurance in westet'n

canada, gover.nments have increased premium subsidies to spttr prograln participation

among farr11ers (SigLtrdsorr ancl Sin 1gg4). They have also increased available coverage

levels and the numbe| of crops eligible for coverage (Schmitz, Furtan' and Baylis 2002)' If

more farmers participate in prodttction insurance' government hopes it will not have to fttnd

expensiveexpostdisasterassistanceintimesofwidespreadcroplosses'

CropinsuranceprogramsVaryslightlyfromprovincetoprovince'Presentedhereis

an overview of the mechanics of the crop insurance program used in the province of

Manitoba. Manitoba was the first province to institute a program of crop insurance and has

rLtn a generally actuarially sor"rnd prograln with the highest participatiori rates in canada'

over 81% of potential acleage is eulolled in cI in the province of Manitoba' crop insurance

isadnrinistereclbyMarritobaAgriculturalservicesCorporation,acrownagerrcythat

provicles insurance and lending services to Manitoba farmers' MASC insttres 54 crops and

covers all losses resulting from natural perils including drought' excess moisture (rainfall or

flood), frost, hail, fire, excess heat, wind, wildlife, disease and pests (MASC 2006)'

proclucers insur.e on a crop-by-crop basis (they cannot insure individual fields) and select

coverage levels of 50,70, or 80% of expected yields' The yield coverage is valued at a unit
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price set before planting by MASC. The production insurance coverage provided to

Manitoba farmers is calculated as

(3.1) (4 * IPI + 1)+ p,p,¡us ,

r,vhere 2 is coverage level selected by the producer. The area average, q , is calculated as the

laggecl ten year moving average of yielcls in the Risk Area adjusted by soil type. To accollnt

for cliffer.ences in farm productivity, MASC has developed what it calls an individual

prodtrctit,ity inclex or IPI. The IPI cornpares a farm's yield in a given year to the area

average yielcl. This ratio is calculated over ten of the eleven n.ìost recent years, rvith the

latest year clropped, then averaged. The formula for IPI for a given crop is

(3 
') (t ,t, rø,)rto ,

wlrere q, is the area average yield in time t and Ç, is the individual farrn yield at time /'

The yield coverage that the farm insures for is multiplied by this adjusting factor to give the

level of individual coverage. The benefit of including an IPI calculation is that coverage is

applicable to the individual but cloes not vary rvidely fi'om year-to-year because of large

swings in yield (MASC 2007). The producer pays a premium eqr"ral to approxirnately 40%

of a pet'centage of the coverage calculated by MASC'

A farmer triggers an inclemnity when the current year crop yield falls below the

coverage yield. The indemnity is the difference between these two yield levels, valtled at the

spling insurance price, or

(3.3) (ø'4lPI* 2-4,)* P.tpring.

producers are paid this amount following harvest and confirmation of the yield result.

Randorn audits are conducted to ensure that reported production matches actual production.

3.3.2 Provincial Cornpanion Programs
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Yield risks covered by prodLrction insurance are not the only risk variable facing

fanrers. Price risk is the rnost obviours addition, but input prices are also not known with

celtainty. Thus farrn groups have called for additional government supports. Provinces with

the budgetary wherewithal to allocate additional money to agriculture have adopted safety

net programrning that attempts to address some of these risl<s. The province of Quebec, for

example, has a progranl of revenue stabilization called Farm Income Stabilization

Insurance. This program attempts to explicitly address rising production costs in crop

agriculture by offering producers an income guarantee equal to the production cost on a

rrodel farm including operators'wages, bLlt excluding returns to equity. Producers are paid

the difference between tliis guaranteed income and production valued at the average price

prevailing in the market overtlre course of the crop year. Producers pay one-third of the cost

of rurnning this program, througli a system of co-payrnents or deductions from program

benefits (La Financiere Agricole du Qr-rebec 2007).

In Western Canada, governrnents do not have the fìscal wherewithal or political

motivation to provide such rich supports. Only the province of Alberta has seen fit to set up

an additional safety net prograrì1, which targets price risk. Farmers can choose to purchase

this coverage as an "endorserrent" or'ì their clop insurance coverage and the prograrn is

operated by the provincial insurance agency, Alberta Fann Services Corporation, Though its

coverage is tied to the crop insurance prograrn, it plovides price support to farmers even

when crop yields are strong. The results of this study will look more closely at the

irnplications of adding a program like Alberta's to a farmer's government-provided safety

net.
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Alberta's price risk managernent program separates its coverage into two programs,

the SPE arrd RIC.'o SPE focuses on "within year" price declines. It does so by comparing

spring prices to harvest prices. If the harvest price is more than 10% below the spring price,

the program pays the difference on each tonne of crop produced up to coverage level the

farm has selectecl under crop insurance. The value of the potential SPE, payment is

(3.4) rnaxl(r,r,,,r-Þ,u,n',,)*rninlã,,4,*lPI")'f,0)iff p,o,,,r-Þhu,,,",t2'7* p.tpLittg

whele f, is the current period yield and 4,'r IPI *2 is the crop insurance yield coverage

level. The spring price set in February and is a forecast of expected average market prices in

the corning crop year. The spring price is the same price used to calculate the clollar

coverage for crop insurance (i.e. Crop yield multiplied by the spring price). Farmers must

pay a premium to be covered under this program, which is subsidized 70% by the

Government of Alberta.

Revenue Insurance Coverage is intended to compensate farmers for long term price

declines by establishing a floor price. This price is based on "province wide variable irrpLrt

costs, historical relationships among cornmodity prices, and the provincial government's

capacity to provide support" (AFSC 2006). RIC pays farmers the difference between the

floor price and tlie higher of the fall or spring price on tonnage covered under production

ir-rsLlrance, less a 30% co-payment. The value of this payment can be expressed as

r,
(3 . 5 ) rnax lk, 

-, n, o 2,) * .l * (ruc¡t, - nv,xlp,p,¡,r, Þ *,,,,,,)), 0).

The best description of the RIC floor price is a long tenn price guarantee. For this reason,

sorne have compared the RIC program to the U.S. Loan Defìciency Payment program, but

'o The combined use of these programs is referred to hereafter as "SPE/RIC."
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certain restrictions render this association imperfect' Unlike the Loan Defìciency Payment

schelre, RIC has a co-payment; farmers do not receive the entire calcLllatecl benefit' Second'

farmers must purchase the SPE to be covered urlder RIC' Third, RIC coverage only applies

to the yield coverage obtairred by the fartn under crop insurance.

combined, SPE/RIC guarantees that the producer will receive minimum revenLle

eqnal to the RIC floor price rnultiplied by the tonnage coverage selected under crop

insurance. This can be seen in Figure 3.1, which presents a scenario under which a farmer

would receive SPE and RIC payments for oats' SPE covers any tonnes prodr-rced that are

valuecl less than the sprirrg p|ice. RIC increases the value of crop insurance covered bushels

Figure 3.I Er-allrple of Potefltial Prrrri¡rcial Progræn Palttreuts tbr oats

RIC Floor Price
$148,00¡lonne

Sprìng lnsurance Price
S115,OOftonne

, SPE

Pay'ment
Fall Fiarket Price

S95.ûOltonrre Froduction
'i l- :..:.,

lnsurance

, Faymènt

-s-s*
Selruc¿: Adapted h crnr -{FSC (2006)
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to the RIC floor price. In looking at how these two programs are targeted, it is clear that

they are meant to assist farmers in times of low prices even if production levels are normal

or above normal. However, analysis of Figure 3.1 also shows how the SPE and RIC

programs are tied to production insurance in a way that irnplies a revenue guarantee for the

farrrrer eqLral to the RIC floor price (less the 30Yo co-payrnent) multiplied by the production

insurance yield coverage level.

3.3.3 Canadian Agricultural Income Stabilization Progratn

The Canadiar, Agricr-rltural Income Stabilization (CAIS) Program is a federally

designed program that attempts to provide both disaster assistance (sr"rpport for large income

declines) and income stabilization (small scale compensation for minor income declines).

'l'he prograrn is the flagship effoft under the Business Risk Management pillar of the APF

unveiled in 2002. Originally, CAIS was an amalgam of two previously existing programs,

the Canadian Farm Income Program (CFIP), a disaster payments program, and the Net

Income Stabilization Accounts (NIISA) program, an assisted savings program.

Unlike other current income sr-rpport programs, CAIS makes no preteuse about

having any insurance characteristics, CAIS can best be described as a transfer payrnent

progran'ì that distributes government rnoney to farmers when income declines occur

(Mussell and Martin 2003), The plogram sets out very specific guidelines as to how to

gaLìge when an income decline has occurred arid how much compensation the farmer is dLle.

The CAIS program works around the idea of a margin, the difference between a set

of allowable income streams and a set of allowable expenses. The rnargin concept under

CAIS is similar to traditional definitions of net income but excludes certain income and



exllense items to prevent margin manipulation that would trigger payments; the exclusion of

certain expenses is intended to discourage moral hazard. The average margin level, what is

called a reference nrargin in program jargon, is the Olyrnpic average of the past five years

margin levels explessed as

It-s I
(3 6) I L(p,q, - AC,)- min j_f (Þ,E, - AC,)- maxí_i (p,q, - AC,) lt3 ,

LA I

where þ,Ç, are revenues and ACt are allowable costs at tirne l. An Olympic average is

calculated by dropping the highest and lowest margins of the past five year and taking the

rnean of the median three years. The reference margin, encompassing the past fìve years, is

cornpared to the current year margin; the difference is the margin decline. In comparing the

current year margin to previolrs years, CAIS adrninistrators attempt to accor"lnt for changes

in the size of the farm operation by perforrning what is called a strucÍural adjustment.

Essentially, it adjr"rsts previous year's rnargin levels to what they would be if the farm had its

current year acreage base. Like the nonallowable expenses, it means that fanners cannot

trigger payments by drastically reducing their productive capacity, i,e. through cutting acres.

It also helps farms that are trying to grow their operations by providing coverage equal to

the current status of the farm.

CAIS is designed to provide payments to farmers based on any margin decline. The

proportion of the decline that is covered by government payments increases as declines

become lnore severe. The payments are allocated into three tiers, with the percentage of the

rnargiri decline covered by government payments defìning the differences between tiers. In

Figure 3.2, the structure of a CAIS payment is depicted. The current year's production

rlargin can be thought of as a percentage of the reference tnargin. As the production margin

declines, government paylxents cover an increasing share of the decline, fi'om 50% of the
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When the program was first unveiled, it was to have a savings element whereby

farmers would have money set aside to coverthe portion of margin declines not covered by

government money. Eventually these deposits would be mandatory to receive program

payments. Under considerable pressure from farm groups who claimed that the deposits

\,vere a poor use of scarce financial resoLrrces, the federal government ended the deposit

requirement and began charging a fee to access the program. Tliis fee is equal to four and a

half cents for every $1,000 in reference margin, Both the deposit requirement and the fee

should not be interpreted as arly forrn of insurance premium (Mussell and Martin 2005).

Neither of these contributiorrs is matched to the cost of the program or the probability of

incurling payments.
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3.4 Prograrn linkages

Given that farmers are eligible to enroll in all three of prodr-rction insLtrance,

provincial companion prograrrs, and CAIS, there has been much made of potential

"lirrkages" between the three programs. From a purely mechanical standpoint, there are a

number of relatively siniple r,vays irr r.vhich the programs interrelate, These linkages stem

fi'onr the fact that benefits derived from production insurance and other progranls are

allowable incorne under CAIS. Similarly, premiums paid into such programs are allowable

expenses. Thus any benefìt derived frorn production insurance decreases the current year

rnargin by the amount of the benefit. In cases where a producer does not lnake a claim,

carrying insurance actually clecreases the current year margin. To eliminate the incentive to

stay out of production insurance and let CAIS cover all potential declines, CAIS

adrninistration and provincial crop insurers work together to encourage farmers to enroll in

both prograrns.

Tr.vo separate mechanislns are available r-lnder CAIS to ensure that fanners are not

penalized for both pr:rchasirrg production insurance coverage and enrolling in CAIS. The

positive margin linkage applies in the situation where the producer triggers a CAIS payrnent

lrut his net benefit from prodLrction insurance is negative (i.e. premiums exceed

indernnities). In this situation, the farmer is not fully compensated fortlie additional margin

decline caused by the premium expense. In response, the CAIS administration issues a

positive margin linkage payment that essentially refunds the value of production insurance

premiums paid by the falrner. The negative margin linkage creates fitrther incentive for

participation in both CAIS and production insurance. This is done by ensuring that losses

that coulcl be covered by production insurance are not covered under the 60% negative
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margin coverage of cAIS. To clo this, provincial cLop insurers "il-nptlte" the net benefits a

farrn would receive with a 70%o crop insurance coverage and deduct this berlefit from the

negative portion of the current year margin. The falm receives 60% of this reduced amount

(MASC 2007b).

Beyond these mechanical linkages, there are more colrlplex interactions between

available safety net programs. These linkages exist because the variables that detennine

whether paymerrts have been triggered and the value of payments under each program are

closely related if not identical. For example, production insurance indemnities are triggered

il actual yield is below covel'age yield. While these values are not relevant in triggering

sPE/RlC ¡rayments, they deteLmine in part the rnagnitude of payrnents under SPE and RIC;

SPE payments are paid on actual yield and RIC is paid on coverage yield' This is also true

for cAIS, rvhere the prograrn trigger, the reference margin, is a filnction of price and yield

variables that are themselves the trigger variables for the other programs. Assessing the

irnpact of these interrelationships is difficult because the entire spectrum of relevant farm

income events urust 6e considered. There are optimistic and pessirlistic scenarios for price

and yielcl variables that generate very different respollses from fartn safety net pt'ograms'

i,,l
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CHAPTER 4

IVIETHODS: BUDGETING MODELS AND STOCHASTIC SIMULATION

Chapter 3 outlined the environment in which the fann decisior maker operates and

the range of government backed safety net programs that he may choose frorn. To gar-rge the

impact of these programs, a representation of possible outcomes must be placed in a farm

clecision mal<ing framework. This chapter considers farrn budgeting methods that allow for

the comparison of these outcomes. These rnethods are combined with statistical tools to

create a model capable of cornparing safety net program outcomes at the famr level.

4.1 Budgeting and Budgeting Models

4.1 .1 Budgets

B¡dgets are a management tool used to aid in the planning and decision making

process of a business, They are used to ensure that planned operations are consistent with

the establishecl goals; the goal of the farm decision maker is to maximize economic rettlrns

to owned or controlled resources. These resources include land and capital, both owned and

borrowed, and the labour of the operator, farnily, and hired employees. Budgeting provides

important oversight before decisions are undertaken by giving the decision tnaker a lrearìs

to organize, experiment, uncover previously overlooked elements, and present plans to third

¡ra¡ties for consultation. When used effectively, budgets give decision tnakers the ability to

¡ral<e econornically sound decisions with respect to resout'ce allocation that maximize

leturns.

Doye (2007) outlines three types of budgets relevant to farm business management.

A whole-farm budget is a detailed financial pictr"rre of all operations. It shows the
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relationships betrveen the various compouents of the farm, including resources, constraints,

and other.tech¡ical information. An enterprise budget is a statement of all expected benefits

and costs of inclividual operation of the fat'm business. One example is a comparison of the

profitability of different crop choices. Finally, a partial budget is a listing of only those

fìrranciaI i¡clicators that are irnpacted by a proposed change in order to ascertain the net

economic effects of the change. The method of burdgeting used in decision analysis depends

on the sitgation being analyzed, the data available, and the goals of the analysis' No matter

lvhat methocl is used, effective budgets require good source data'

The time period to consider deperrds greatly on the objective of the analysis. In crop

ploclnction, most enterprises occur over a sirrgle crop year, so this is a common fi'atne of

refer.ence fol buclget analysis. More complex budgets, especially whole-farln models, may

lool< at irnpact over a longer time horizon. A long titne frame is especially important when

lool<ing at irnpacts on debt and equity positions'

The analysis ernployed by this paper looks at the farm business on an enterprise

basis. Separate enterprise budgets are developed for three crops: spring wheat, oats, and

canola. These budgets contain detailed revenue and cost figures, necessary to calcrtlate net

returns from each enterprise, br-lt also to calculate government program payments. The

bLrclget does not look at long-term balance sheet considerations such as debt or equity. The

foc¡s is placecl on in-year profitability, including government payrnent options. The

enterprise budgets are combined in a pro forma income statement lhat shows all revenues

ancl costs in summary form.

Compiting budget information can be difficult and tilne-consuming. For most farm

business mallagers, budgets use fixed-point estirnates of production, prices, and financial
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variables. These figures yield point estimates of financial results' Invariably, real-life

outcomes differ fi.om those predicted by these models. Sensitivity analysis can be used to

consider a wider range of outcotnes, but it is difficult to conduct such analysis beyond

changes in one or two variables. Many farrn budgeting models would have more risky

var.iables than this. Sensitivity analysis is also limited in that it does not indicate the

probability of vat'ious outcorrìes (Lien 2003)'

4. 1.2 Stochastic BLrdgetirrg

The solution is to use budgeting rnodels that incorporate stochastic or random

'ariables, 
A stochastic buclgeting model uses distribution filnctions rathel than point

estirnates for key risky variables. It then expresses the values of key outpttt variables as

clistributions through sirnulation, cornbining the risk ernbodied in all stochastic variables'

Given that estilnating a distribution function requires more inforlnation and considet'ation

than given a point estimate or mean value, only the most crucial variables or the most

uncertain are made stochastic. Budget elements known witli certainty or relative certainty

may retnain cletermin istic.

Richardson(2006)establislresaprocessforbuildingastoclrasticsimulatiorimodel'

The startirrg point is to establish the key outpttt variables (KOVs) that the model should

generate. Once the pllrpose of the model has been established, the KOVs should be

appare¡t. From here, the rnodel builder considers the variables and assumptions necessary to

calculate the I(OVs. Richardson (2006) breaks these into three types: exogenous variables

that are out of managelial control and often constant; stochastic variables that are beyond

rnarragerial control and are subject to risk; and control variables that are affected by the
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clecision maker. Generally, the rnodel is sketched out in flowchart form and the interactions

betr,r,een all identified variables are clefìned. These interactions are generally stated in tertns

of equations.

4.2 SimLrlation

The purpose of a stochastic bLrdgeting rnodel is to genelate a distribution for key

output variables to give decision makers a better sense of how elements of their opet'ation

affect the risk of outcomes. Modeling these risky elements is often done throtlgh simulation.

Rather than considering a single set of possible variable values in a stochastic budgeting

nroclel, silnulation runs through a large numbet'of iterations. These itelations can best be

Llnderstood as a possible actual occurrerìce. Vose (2000) rnakes this his "cardinal rttle" for

rlocleling risl<y sitLrations, saying "Each iteration of a risk analysis model must be a scenario

that coulcl physically occlrr." In the case of the rnodel proposed here, each iteration

represents the outcomes of a hypothetical 2006-2007 crop year for a model farm,

A simulation model arrives at values for stochastic variables by separating source

clata on that variable into deterministic and stochastic parts. The deterministic component

can be established exogenously or calculated endogenously. Richardson (2007) calls the

cletelnirristic portion of a variable its systemic variability, with the stochastic portion

representing random variability. One can think of systemic variability as the change in a

variable is known a priori. For example, crop yields are known to increase over time as

agronomic improvements are made. This pattern of growth is not part of observed ris[< of a

single years yield outcome.
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Richardson (2007) outlines three ways of separating a single stochastic variable ;c

into its colxponent parts. The fìrst lnethod asslrmes that x is distributed without a trend. The

deterministic colnponent is the mean of historical values, x . The stochastic component is

clerived fi'onl the residuals fi'orn the r11ean. Second, x is distribtlted abor-lt a trend. The

deterrninistic cornponerrt is given by a sirnple lineartrend equation, Î : Po + B1(Trend), The

stochastic component is giverr by the residr¡als about the trend line. Third, assume x is

clistributed about a structural equatiorr that relates x to exogenous val'iables. The

cleternlinistic cotnporìent is the regression equation, Î : 0o + Fry + þrt. The stochastic

component is the residual about the regression equation. Once estimatecl, the detelministic

cornponent of a stochastic variable is fixed, save for changes to endogenous variables such

as the time trend.

Simulation relies heavily on the use of random numbers to generate the stochastic

portion of model variables for each iteration of the model. Because random numbers are

often associated with games of chance, stochastic sirnulation is often referred to as Monte

Carlo simr-llation. Most simulation software uses pseudo-random number generators. These

strings of random numbers start with a seed. By using the same seed for rnultiple

simulations, the series of numbers generated by the pseudo-random number generator is

unchanged arid the results of each simulation can be compared.

Repeated random sarnpling is the essence of simulation, To simulate any ttncertain

input variable, a cumulative distribt¡tion function for that variable is necessary. The cdf,

F(,r) gives the probabitity that the variable Xwill be less than or eqr-ral to a given valLle, x, or

(a.1) r(x) = P(X < x)
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Inlrerently, F(x) is a continuous function ranging from zero to one. This cdf and a random

nur¡ber generated fr.om a Uniform distribution with range (0,1) are the two inputs necessary

to simulate a single iteration for the variable X, The random nLìmber, r, is fed into an inverse

function G to arrive at a simttlated vall¡e,

(4'2) G(r) = 1.

If a large enough number of iterations are performed, the distribution of simulated x

variables should approximate the input distribution F(x), This procedure is known as Monte

Carlo sampling. Its weakness is that it can over and under sarnple portions of the

clistributiou, because the sarnpled numbers are purely randorn. To accurately replicate the

i¡put distribution, prohibitively large numbers of iterations may be necessary' A second

sampling rnethod exists to combat this problern. Latin Hypercurbe sampling stratifies the

i¡put distribution and draws random numbet's in equal amounts fi'om each segn-rent. This

greatly reduces the nurnber iterations necessary to accurately simulate inpr-rt distributions.

Mearri¡gfirl results can be obtained from fewer than 1000 iterations. (Richardson 2006) This

study runs 2,000 iterations of the Inodel.

4.3 Distributions

As ¡oted above, rnodeling risky variables using simulation reqltires an inpttt

clistr.ibLrtio¡. Incorporating risk into an analysis is only practical if that risk can be rnodeled

accurately, so the choice of input distribution is critical to effectiveness of the model. This

section will refer to a number of distributions common in agricLtltural risk analysis, btlt this

refelence is by no means exhaustive.
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To determine the appropriate probability distribution for the stochastic variables in

any model, it is important to understancl the lange of options available. Vose (2000) posits

that categorizing probability distributions allows the modeler to make better choices about

the distributiolls used in a model. To this end, he outlines a nurnber of differences between

d istributions.

First, the distribution may be discrete or continuous; it rnay take on a set of distinct

identifiable values or it may take any valLre in a given range. In agricultural models, discrete

distributions, such as the binomial and generalized discrete, might be useful in rnodeling the

number of tractors a farm should purchase. Other variables in agricultLrral problerns such as

prices or yields are essentially infinitely divisible and should be modeled using continuous

distribLrtions, of which the normaldistribution is the most common.

A second caTegorization of probability distributions is unbounded versLls bounded.

Unbounded distributions have a range that extends frorn negative to positive infinity. The

Nollnal and Logistic distributions, for example, are both unbounded. Though these

clistributions are widely used, it is crLrcial that the modeler accolrnt for this characteristic

lvhen using these distributions as variables may take on values that would not be found in

reality. This may be the case when rnodeling cornrnodity prices, which cannot take on

negative values. Bounded distributions have fixed minimums and maximums. These may be

a function of the mathematical properties of the distribution as in the case of the

exponential, Chi-squared, or Weibull distributions, all of wliich are greater than or equal to

zero by definition. A distribution may also have a single bound irnposed upon it, Some

simulation programs provide for user-defined truncated distributions, such a truncatecl

normal. These partially-bounded distributions may be useful where variables must be non-
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negative or when policy constraints impose bounds. Richardson (2007) refers to the

unbounded and bounded forms as open and closed form distributions.

4.3. I Pararnetric and Nonparametric Probability Distributiotts

Perhaps the most impoltant distinction among probability distributions for applied

modelers is between parametric and nonparametric distributions. Vose (2000) describes a

paranretric distribution is one "whose shape is born of the mathematics describing a

theoretical problem." The normal, lognormal, and beta distributions all exhibitthis property.

Nonparametric distributions allow the required shape (as determined by historical data

and/or expert opinion) to define the mathematics. This includes Empirical, Discrete, and

Triarrgular.

Parametric distributions capture a great deal of information. The use of parametric

distributions has been aided by diagnostic tools that allow modelers to cornpare the fit of

various distributions to historical or sulvey data. One cornmonly used tool is the software

program BestFit, (Palisade Corporation 2005) which allorvs users to import data and

perform fitting. It ourtputs nlrrnerolrs statistical rneaslrres of fit that may be used to choose

the best parametric distribution.

Perhaps the most flexible nonparametric distribution is the Empilical, provided that

there is accurate, relevant clata available. Its use allows modelers to let the source data

define every aspect of the input distribution. The Empirical cutnulative distribution function

for a variable x is defined by sorting the historical data frorn least to greatest and assigning

eaclr x a probability P(x).
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There are distinct advantages to using eacli type of probability distribution for

analysis of decisiori making under risk. Nonparametric distributions are favoured by rnany

analysts because they are relatively sirnple to parameterize, even for those inexperienced in

risl< arralysis. For example, the Triangular distribution can be parameterized with only three

simple pieces of information: the mode, high, and low values. In contrast, even sirnple

parametric distributions like the Nonnal, which requires only the mean and standard

deviation, are difficult to parameterize because real-world decision mal<ers are not

l<nowleclgeable enough to accurately comprehend the meaning of the standard deviation or

preclict its value. Vose (2000) also notes that nonparametric distributions are often easier to

update if ancl when irnproved information becomes available.

4.3.2 Multivariate Probability Distributions

A simulation model that accurately rnodels the behaviour of farm business is

complicated by dependencies that exist between variables. The univariate probability

distribLrtions described above do not account for these dependencies. As such, the

simulation resLllts procluced using those distribution may bear little resemblance to real-

worlcl outcomes. Crop yields are one variable where one would expect intra-ternporal

collelation amongst the various crops raised on a given fann. This correlation tnust be

preserved and multivariate distributions are the method by which this is done. If the

correlation is not preserved, the mean and/or variance of the outpttt variables that are a

l'unction of the model's stochastic variables will be biased. This is because the variance of

the output variables is a function of not only the variances of the input variables but also the

covariance of the input variables. Proof of this statement is provided by Richardson (2007).
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Proceclures for maintaining "appropriate correlation" between input variables are

outli¡ed in an i¡portant paper by Richarclson, Klose, and Gray (2000). They introdtlce the

multivariate e¡rpirical (MVE) distribution and present a practical example of its use in

agr.icultgr.al modeling, These procedures are reproduced in an instructional forrnat in

Ricliarclson (2007). Similar to the Empirical distribution, the MVE distribution uses actual

clata to determine its forrn. The random numbers used to generate the stochastic portiorr of

sirnulated iteratio¡s are correlated Lrsing an intra-temporal correlation matrix calculated

from histor.ic data. Simulated variables ft'om an MVE distribution will then be intra-

te¡rporally correlated the same as in past data, in addition to possessing sirnilar mean atrd

standard cleviation (Richardson, I(lose, and Gray 2000).

4.3.3 Use of Probability Distribr.rtions in AgriculturalEconomics

While sim¡lation rnodels require input probability distributions for all stochastic

variables, the rlajority of efforts to parameterize agricultural distributions have foctlsed on

crop yielcls. The efforts of Day (1965) initiated a longstanding search to find a probability

clistr.ibution specification that could be applied to the economics of production under

tuncertainty. The lleed to accurately specify yields has been particularly acute for economists

stLrdying crop yield insurance problerns. Many have posited that crop yields are non-nortnal,

but there is no agreement about the nature of this non-normality, for example the directiorl

of skewness in crop yields.

J¡st and Weninger (1999) present a thorough review of the empirical evidence

agai¡st non-¡ormality of crop yields and the methodological problerns in performing such
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analyses. They ernphasize the importance of differentiating the deterministic component of

farm-level yields fronl both region-wide variability and variation between farms.

But even if o¡e carì accollnt for the cornplexities of available yield data, there are

still problerns in parametric approaches to estimation. Common tests for fitting candidate

clistr.ibgtio¡ forms such as the Chi-squared, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, and Anderson-Darling

are "sensitive to different departures of the assumed distribution from the actual

distribntio¡" (Zhao 1992). Often they will not yield matching results. Fufthermore, because

these tests generally consider a large group of distributions, the possibility of failing to

reject the hypothesized distribution (Type II error) may be high. If the assumed parametric

clistribution is wrong, stochastic efficiency analysis rnay yield poor results. Moreover, using

the ernpirical distribution function compares favourably to parameterized distributions

(pope and Zietner 1984). Forthese reasons, the use of the empirical distribr-ltion is justified

in simulating the operation of the modelfarm in this study.

4.4 DaTaSources

Whether parametric or nonparametric approaches are used to model stochastic

variatrles in a simulation model, data is required. This analysis assumes that historic

variabitity present in stochastic variables gives a reasonable indication of future variability

and relies on historic data to incorporate these aspects of risk, natnely otttpttt prices and

yields, into the rnoclel, In addition, deterministic cotnponents in this rnodel require current

and past data. This section names and describes the data sotlrces used for this rnodel.

The rnajor stochastic parameters are yields and prices for each of the three crops,

rv¡eat, oats, and canola that are grown on the model farm, Cumulative distribution functions

L-
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l1'tust be specified for each of these variables. Yield data is perhaps the most difficult to

obtain. Area yields are rnade available to the general public by government agencies, but

only at the national or provincial level. Government appointed crop insurance providet's

such as Manitoba Agricultural Services Corporation have made available yield data at the

risk area level. The problem with area yields is that they are aggregated. The distribution of

area yields cloes not reflect the true distribution of potential yields faced by individual

farmers. To give an extreme example, an area average does not indicate that a farnrer rnight

have a yield of zero for a given crop in a given year, as the likelihood that the entire area

experiences crop failure is infinitesirnal. Thus to accurately simulate yields, individual fann

level data is necessary.

For this project, field-level yield data was obtained from MASC for all producers

inside MASC Risl< Area 12. The data covers the past ten years of crop production in the

region. The data was anonymized, but producers were given a unique number so that a

farm*level yield coLrld be gleaned from the data. Tlie physical location of each fìeld was

Irnimportant, but it was crucial to group fields cornmon to one operator because the model

uses the farm and farm income in evaluation. The yield dataset contains yield records for

2430 fanns for wheat, 2280 farms for canola, and 1994 farms for oats. However, yield

points are not available for all fanns in all crops and years. The data was filtered to include

only farms with data for all three crops in all years; reducing the dataset to the resulting 54

fanlls was necessary to allow for the preservation of farm level correlation between crop

yields.

Data on prices was obtained from fwo sources. Prices for open market crops, oats

and canola, were taken froln MAFRI's Industry Intelligence Service weekly price
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publication. This report gives elevator prices for each crop, based on Winnipeg delivery, a

reasonable assumption given Winnipeg's location in the centre of the risk area, This data

goes back to the 1990-91 crop year (MAFRI 2006). Corresponding data for nearby futures

prices lvere obtained from Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada's Market Analysis Division

(Lerrnox 2007). Where plices were quoted in U.S. dollars, prices were converted to

Canaclian dollars using exchange rate data from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

(2007).

Price data for wheat is somewhat more problernatic as there is no market price or

cash price for Hard Red Spring Wheat in the province. The CWB does pLrblish a Pool

Return Outlook, a monthly estimate of what they believe will tlieir final price for producers

at the end of the year for all classes and grades of wheat. This estimate is a poor indicator of

price variability. By definition, it is an average (or an estimate of the average) of sales prices

fi'om throughout the year. The absence of a cash price for wheat makes it difficult to assess

price variability between planting and harvest. To avoid this cornplication, variability in

futures plices was incorporated using nearby Minneapolis spring wheat futures prices, The

Í'arm gate price was calculated by adjusting the futures price as would be done if the farm

rvas using the CWB's Fixed Price Contract pricing option.

Data on costs, both current and past costs was obtained frorn MAFRI estimates,

which are published each spring. These publications give iternized estimates of costs

lelevant to agricultural production across the province (MAFzu 2001). These estimates were

adjLrstecl slightly to account for differences in costs between regions. The assumed value of

land was set at $1000 per acre, to be more reflective of land prices in the region under

consideration. This means a "land cost" (either rent or returns to farm [and) of
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approximately $40/acre r.rsing MAFRI guidelines. Currently, tliis may be slightly on the low

end of cash rents in the area. Costs were re-categorized so that they could be used for CAIS

program margin calculations by separating them into allowable and non-allowable

categories (AAFC 2006c).

4.5 The Model

The budgeting rnodel used in this project takes a hybrid approach. By assuming that

the farm grows only thlee crops and that all farm revenues are derived froln sales of these

crops in a given crop year, enterprise budgets can be created for each crop to assess their

profitabiliry. Market revenLres for each crop are sirnply the price received rnultiplied by the

crop yield. It is assumed that the entire crop is sold at the crop-year average price, There is

rìo carry over from yeal to year; the farm does not hold inventories of outpnts. Given this

price and yield data, revenlles from crop specific government programs, crop insurance and

the companiorr revenue prograrr can be calculated. The cost figures for each crop are

dedLlcted fi'orn these revenues to arrive at a per-acre profit or loss for each crop.

The hybrid approach to br-rdgeting talces the enterprise budgets for each crop and

uses figures calculated in that process to calculate a measLlre of per-acre net farm income.

Revenues and expenses are weighted by their proportion in the farm's crop mix. Recalling

tlrat wlreat and canola each comprise 40%o the rotation and oats taking the remaining20Yo,

the revenue and expense figures are rnultiplied by these percentages and placed in a pro

f'ornra income staternent, The figLrres are also nsed to calculate any benefìts due the farm

Lrnder the CAIS prograrn.
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Expenses are not classifìed according to standard accounting or ecollolrlc

cleli¡reations. For example, expenses are not split into fixed and variable costs. Rather, they

are divided into those that are eligible and ineligible for consideration in calculating

production margins under the CAIS program. Because the key output variable for the model

is net farm iucome, any expense break down is unnecessary for the purpose of calcLrlating

profitability. An expense break down is only necessary to calculate CAIS payments, so

expenses remain broken out in that l-narlner,

4.5. I Specifuing Stochastic Variables

Specifying a distribution of stochastic prices requires greater effort than stochastic

yields. This difference arises from the level of farmer expectations about end of year

outcomes. In the case of yields, farmers, especially those in the Red RiverValley, have little

or no expectation of what harvested yields might be in the spring tirne. ThoLrgh soil moisture

levels rnight give sometliing of a starting point, the variability in precipitation through the

crop year nìeans that spring tirne moisture levels are a poor indicator of ft¡ture yield. Also,

in slrort-season cropping environments sr¡ch as Western Canada, adequate heat units,

sunlight, and growing degree days are also crucial to crop success. These are difficr-rlt to

preclict in spring. For these reasolls, we assume that the farmer makes no predictive

assumptions about yield. Therefore the simulated yield values in the model sample equally

from all available liistorical data, preserving the correlation between crops. The distribution

used is a multivariate ernpirical. The distribution is centred on the long term historic

average.
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The case of prices is different. The presence of forwal'd contracting and ftttures

rnarkets gives the farmer a reasonable expectation of future prices. In addition, the price

leceived by the farmer is not a one-time event, but a weighted average of crop rnarketing

throughout the crop year. Of coltrse, these markets are subject to fltlctuations and the end-

of-year average price will not equal the spring expectation, but it is unreasonable to thirrk

that the distribLrtion of output prices received by the farmer is centred on a long-term

historic average,

To establish an expected price that would form the centre of the faruer's expected

distributiorr of output prices for the coming crop year, a sirnple forecasting rnodel created by

Hoffrnan (2005) is adapted. The model uses futures prices adjusted by historic basis levels

to forecast a price for each rnonth of the coming crop year, These prices are then weighted

by the percentage of outpurt expected to l¡e marketed in each period to arrive at an average

anp¡al price. An example of the calcLrlation of this forecastprice is given in Apperidix B.

Using this forecasting technique presented a number of additional challenges,

mainly arising from a lacl< of Canadian-based price discovery tools. In the case of canola,

the forecast process is relatively straightforward. The basis levels for each month are

calcLrlated by corlparing cash ¡rrices in the Winnipeg area with the nearby filtures values.

The basis for each month is an average of the values for the past five years. In the case of

oats, cash price values must be converted to U.S. dollars so that they rnay be compared to

the valLle of U.S. oats fi¡tures on the Chicago Board of Trade. The resLrlting basis levels are

then converted back to Canadiarr dollars. The model does not explicitly considet' exchange

rate risk; exchange rates are only used as a means of expressing all rnodel variables in

con'ìmoll tern'ìs.
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-lo accomrnodate the idiosyncrasies of Canadian wheat marl<eting, the expected

farnrer price was assumed to be based on the CWB Fixed Price Contract' Under this

prograrll, farmers to price their cwB deliveries against u.S' futures adjusted to pofi position

in vancouver; the cwB cleclucts freight and handling charges from this price to arrive at the

fanrr pr.ice. A common basis forthe adjustment to vancouver of $2O/tonne is assumed based

upon historic levels published by the CWB.lr Deductions for freight and handli.g a'd

storage incentives are also taken into consideration to arrive at a rnonthly price forecast'

Marketing weights were estimated basecl Lìpon conversations with fanners' It was assumed

that oat marketing would be strongly weighted towards the earlier part of the crop year as

the bulkiriess of oats gives strong incentive not to store' Wheat marketing was assumed to

be evenly spread through out the crop year'

ThetlextstepwastoestimatesolnelTleasLlreofin-yearpricevariability'Todotlris,

r,veekly cash prices in Winnipeg, or nearby ftttures prices in Minneapolis in the case of

wheat, were usecl. The rnean for each crop year was fotlnd and the deviations from the mean

rvere calculated.l2 The distributions rendered by this method are approximately symmetric

with high peaks, indicating that most of the time the expected price in spring is near the

Season average price. Of coLlrse, if forecast prices are near historic highs (or lows)' it is

intuitively less likely that they will move higher (or lower)' To iticorporate this stylized fact

into input clistribution, truncation points were placed on the price deviation distribution so

,' CWB basis levels are difficult to assess given a lack of long-term historic data and lack of

transparency as to how the basis is set'
itnirotll., átternpted method tried to accommodate seasonality of prices by running a

siurple linear regression over tirne and using the deviations from the trend as a lneasure of

variabilify. Ho*.u.r, in multiple cases, priðes trended downward rather than upward over

the year, resulting in some abnormal deviations. It was felt that using deviations from the

rnea,r resulted in a lrìore accLlrate satnple of price volatility'
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that the simulated season average price woLrld not be substantially above (or below) long

term highs or lows. The resulting distribLrtion is simulated as a trLrncated empirical.

4.5.2 Incorporating Flistoric Data

Most of the model devised to this point focuses Lrpon at the current period. Flowever

the vely nature of government prograns such as CAIS and production insurance is

bacl<ward-looking; the prospects of payment in the current year are a function of resLrlts in

past years. Recall that production insurance requires a comparison of past farrn yields to

area yielcls over the past eleven crop years to determine the IPL This analysis avoids this

complication by assuming that the farm's IPI is equal to one; on average, the farms historic

yields are equal to those in the Risk Area. This means that the model farm receives

pubtishecl coverage levels that are unadjusted by an IPI. Similarly, the premiutns paid by the

farm for prodLrction insurance and the spring price endorsement are also incorporatecl into

the model using published figures. In reality, the prerniums paid by famiers are a function of

the coverage level selected and historic yield figures. The insurer attempts to equate

expected premiums and expected indemnities over the long run using its knowledge of the

probability of yield ontcomes. Ray (1981) provides a tliorough examination of this process.

The CAIS program requires a five-year Olyrnpic average of prograrn tnargins to

calculate the farm's reference margin. To determine the reference margin for the sarnple

farrr, program rnargins for each of the past five years were taken from the data iclentified

above. Per acre program margins are calculated for each of the three crops, seen in Table

4.1 . Price figures are season averages. The yield fìgures used are average yields for the risk
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Table 4.1 CAIS Reference Margin Calculations lor Model Fan¡

Yca| P,,t,""r

2001 169.14 0.701

2002 200.10 1.193

2003 163.02 t.564
2004 154.55 |.495
2005 143.04 0.348

Y*r,""r Expenser.1,"o, Margin,.1,".,

Note: P indicatcs price, in dollars pel tomre; Y indicates yield, in tonncs pet'acre. Expense indicates CAIS Allowable Expenses.

n9.7r
I15.45

125.50

t22.53
t25.09

--t
O

-1.07

123.21

129.49

108.s6

-75.38

P""nol" Y.-or" Expense.",,o¡" Margin*o'o

315.57 0.500
365.51 0.779

3s3.90 0.91 5

278.61 0.794
242.99 0.099

153- 17 4.67

t45.67 138.94

161.82 161.89

t62.28 58.95

156.60 -132.42

l'o",,

Production

Yn"o Expcuseo.., Margino",. Margin

186.92

t74.12
t23.39

n7.63
r 29.00

t.000
1.345

t.'757

t.724
0.402

90.90

88.ó4

t02.72

99.21

102.02

Reference Margir (Olynp ic Avelage)

96.1 1

t45.54

I14.07
103.62

-50.21

20.66

r 33.99

139.37

87.73

-93. l 6

80.79



area in each year. These margins are weighted by the share of that crop in the farm crop

lotation to determine the rvliole farm production margin for a given year. Production

rnargins lvere positive for four of the five years. When an Olyrnpic average is taken, the

farr.n's per acre reference margin is determined to be $80.79 per acre.

4.5.3 Scenarios

The model utilizes the same random draws, bLrt the outcome of each iteration can

tal<e one of six fon¡s basecl upon a scenario of program use shown in flow chart folm in

Figrrre 4.2. The fìrst scenario is considered the lrase case where the farm operates without

governrnent sr,rpport. This is termed "No Progran'rs." The second, third, and fourth scenarios

are all perniutations of possible program use involving the CAIS prograrn: "CAIS",

*CAIS+PI", and "CAIS+PI+RI", where PI indicates the purchase of production insurance

and RI indicates the purchase of SPE/RIC. The final two scenarios include insurance

options but not CAIS coverage: PI and PI+RI. It is irnportant to note that the SPE/RIC

Figure 4.1 Flow Chaft of Proglam Choices

1. No P.ogranrs
(lnclicates

distribution of nlarket
. relurns)

Options including the
CAIS program

2. C,tlS only 3. cnls pl,rs

Production Insurance
CAIS + PI

4. cats ptut
Production Insurance

and SPE/RIC
CAIS+PI+RI

5. Productìon

Insurance only
PI

6. Procluction

Insurance plus
SPE/RIC
PI+RI
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program cannot be accessed rvithout first

scenarios that inclLrde the use of SPE/RIC

considered.

purchasing production insurance. As such,

without production insurance use are not

4.5.4 Model Calculations

The output variable of the model is per acre net incorne for the fann. The equatiott

for per net income is

(4 3) I @,þ,q)+ NetGovPayntents -26,C,,

wlrere r5, is the share of crop i in the fanlr's rotation, þ, is the price per tonne of crop i, f;,

istlreperacreyieldfolcrop iand C,isperacrecostforcropi. Thefirsttermrepresentsall

rrrarket derived revenLte for the farm. The second Terrn, NelGovPayntenls represents tlte

value of prodLrction insurance, CAIS, and other prograrn payrnents expressed on a per acre

basis. An example of the calculations necessary to determine these values are given in

Appendix C. The first two steps are to sets exogenolrs parameters and, through the

siurulation of stochastic prices and yields, determine market revenues. The market revenlte

calculations include the variables necessary to determine whether production insurance and

SPE/RIC paynients have been triggerecl, The calculation of CAIS benefits follows, as it

incorpolates information about marl<et revenue and other program proceeds. Unlike other

programs, the three sets of CAIS calculations are performed, one for each scenario under

which farmers access CAIS. Positive margin benehts are calculated first, followed by

negative margin benefits. The final step is to compare benefits between scenarios to assess

if a positive tnargin refund is to be issued.
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A surnmary of these calculations is provided in the sarnple spreadsheet and income

statement found in Appendix D. Net income for each scenario for a single iteration of the

moclel is shown. Repeated generation of the stochastic variables through simulation, run

through the rnodel to calculate a series of values of net income for each scenario allows for

the formation of a cumulative distribution function of net income for each scenario.

4.5.5 SERF Calculations

The clistributior.ls are assessed using the SERF method outlined in Chapter 2.

Computatiorrally, this method has foul steps, as stated in Hardaker et al (2004b). First,

probability distribution to be evaluated is divided in a large finite set of values. These values

are tlren expressed in Lrtility terms using an assumed Lrtility function and risk aversion

coefficient. This analysis r"rsed a power utility filnction of the forrn

. t_t)

(4.4) u (7 + o) =g++ ,' l-R,.

lvhere I represents the stochastic value derived frorn the model, ø, a fixed initial wealth

parameter, and R,., the coefficient of relative risk aversion, The initial wealth level is

approxirnated using data on average net worth of Manitoba fanns (Statistics Canada2006).

The resulting utility values are then rnultiplied by their associated probabilities. This

expected utility value is converted into a certainty equivalent value in dollar terrns by taking

the inverse of the utility filnction at that level. The next chapter presents the results of

analysis using these procedures.
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS

Ttris chapter presents resLllts derived from the stochastic sirnulation model developed

irr Chapter 4. Monte Carlo simulation rnethods are used to calculate 2,000 iterations of

marl<et r.evenLles, program payments, and net returns for the 2006-200-l crop year on the

I¡oclel farm. Analysis of these results comprises two parts. First, a general statistical

overview of the distrib¡tions of net income and their constituent parts explains the impact

tllat each program has on farrn net income. This statistical analysis looks not only at

sll¡1tïary statistics but also calculates the probabilities and correlations of events itnportant

to the farm decision maker. Second, stochastic efficiency analysis as described in Chapter 2

is used to quantitatively evaluate farmer preferences irr electing to use each program and the

irnpact that aclditiorially programs have on the value of the net benefits derived from

procluction insurance.

5.1 Results Derived fi'om simulation of Stochastic Variables

Recall frorn Chapter 4 that the rnodel contains six scenarios of possible farmer use of

safety ¡et programs. Common to all scenarios are the calculation of non-government

determinants of net incorne, namely stochastic output prices and yields and detertninistic

in¡tut costs. Table 5.1 shorvs the summaly statistics for the stochastic price and yield

variables simullated. Tllese statistics demonstrate of produrction challenges and profitability

of each crop. Table 5.1 shows historically low prices for wheat and canola, indicating that

farm net income is likely to be low for the coming crop year.
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Table 5.1 Summary Statistics for Model Stochastic Variables

Pruheat Pcanola Poo,, Y,uh"nt Ycanolo Yoats

Mean
Std. Dev.
Sl<ewness

I(urtosis

Note: P inclicates price, in dollars per tonne; Y indicates yield, in tonnes per acre.

Since the stochastic variables are crucial in deriving an accurate estimate of net

income and net income variabiliry, a number of brief validation exercises are condilcted to

ensLlre the sirnulation results follow the historical data and the forecast procedure used to

simulate crop prices, T-tests are used to confirm that the mean and standard deviation of the

simLllated variables match their historic or forecast values. The test determines whether the

sinrulated values are significantly different from the specified value at the 95%o level. The

null hypothesis that the rnean of the sirnulated series equals the historic mean specified is

not rejected in all cases. For example, the simulated canola mean equals $278.55 whereas

the forecast value is 278.6'7. The critical value for the t-test is 1.96 atthe 95%o conltclence

level. The test statistic is 0.1 l. In all cases, the tests fail to reject the null hypothesis.

Because crop yields were simulated using a multivariate ernpirical distribution, it

rnust also verified tliat the correlation matrix for the sirnulated values matches the historic

correlation matrix. Given that the correlation matrix is a 3x3, which is relatively snrall, it is

not anticipated there would be any difficulty in replicating the historic correlation matrix

over 2,000 iterations. Results of t-tests on each cornponent of the matrix show that in each

case lretrveen wheat, canola, and oats yields, the tests fail to reject the null hypothesis that

147.21
10.44

1.96
6.82

280.21
24.05

0.48
0.08

127.89
15.22
0.47
1.29

1.060
0.420
-0.340
-0.410

0.710
0.290

-0.780
-0.160

1.450
0.5r0

-0.680
-0.0s0
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the simLllated correlation is the sarîe as the historical correlation. Based on these hypothesis

tests, it can be concluded that the simulation results are valid.

By combining the market price and farm level yields, an estimate of the expected

distribLrtion of net income for the crop year absent government supports can be built. This is

the "base case" for this aualysis. Net farm income is calculated by subtracting costs and

adjusting per acre profìt/loss for each crop for its proportion in the farm crop rotation.

Summary statistics for this distribLrtion are presented as parl of Table 5.4 (found on page

80). Tlre expected value of marl<et returns in this crop year is a loss of $28.22. The second

and fourth mornents of the distribution, the standard deviation and kurtosis, indicate that

tlrere is great variability in market returns. The large standard deviation of 64,63 indicates

tlrat the distribution encompasses a very wide rarrge, The kurtosis value of -0.24 shows that

the distribution is not highly peaked. Market returns display negative skewness because

nrore extreme values exist on the low end of the distribLrtion.

The expectation for the corning crop year is that the farm will not be particularly

profìtable. Net incorre is positive only 360/o of the time. The return to farmland, that is

reveltLles less all costs except the standardized cash rent/retllrn to owned land, is positive

62% of the tirne. The farm is able to cover its variable costs 730lo of the tirne. On a weighted

per acre lrasis, variable costs are equal to $142.35.

It should be noted that this base case represents farm returns withor¡t the benefit of

lnany coullnon privately provided producer risk nranagement tools. Price risk Ilay be

managed by hedging witli futures or forward contracting with grain buyet's. Costs rnay

lower than assumed in the model if extreme yield losses occur and farmers can forego

certain in¡rut expenses.
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5.1 . I Results of Prograur Payment Calculations

For each iteration of rÎarket returns generated above, program paytnents that are

triggerecl by lower prices, yields, or production margin declines are calculated' A summary

of prodr"rction insurance payments, SPE/RIC payments, and CAIS payrnents is shown in

Table 5.2. For production insurance and SPE/RIC, the payments are bt'oken out by crop'

The prerniums charged for these pfograms have been deducted so the information available

in Table 5.2canbe interpretecl as the netprogratn beneht' It is initiatly apparent is thatthere

is significant money available in government payments under the range of market and

agronomic conditions present in this crop year, The expected benefit as expressed by the

mean is positive for all progfams, including those that charge premiums, namely production

ir.lsurance and SpE/RIC. This is to be expected, given that a large portion of the actual

premiutls for these programs are covered by governrnent transfers'

prodrction insurance has the lowest mean value of payments' The expected benefit

for each crop ranges from six to eight dollars per acre' The farm expects to trigger a

proclrrction insurance payment approximately 25% of the time in the case of each crop'

These figures are lower than for the other programs; the benefit of prodr"rction insurance is

seen at the extremes. The maximum payments made over the course of 2,000 iterations were

sg4.g7 per acre for wheat, $110.21 for canola, and $124.65 for oats' contrast this with the

SPE/RIC progralrì, the mean payments are less and the farm triggers solTìe sPE/RlC
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Table 5.2 summary Statistics for Distributions of Govemlleut Program Payments' by Program

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum
Median
Maximum

Skervness

Kurtosis

PI*,h"ut

6.40

22.80

-4.85
-4.85

94.97

r.98

2.70

Pl.unolo

8.22

32.11

-6.92

-6.92

110.21

2.01

2.87

PInut,

!
@

7.28

77.82
-4.95

-4.95

r24.65
2.43

4.87

R[C,,4,"^1 RIC.ono¡u

6.32

4.84

-4.68

6.77

15.51

-0.55
0.03

12.17

8.73

-7.s6

t2.68
32.39

-0.07
-0.75

Rlcouß

r 0.86

9.81

-2.76
tl.l2
57.79

1.20

3.95

'l

CAiS cAIS(+PI) CAIS(+PI+RI)

29.48

25.09

-0.36

26.32

76.78

0.13

- 1.60

32.29

26.36

-0.36

30.47

78.44

0.17

-1.44

27.09

24.74
-0.36

22.r9
74.s0

0.33

-1.41



payment in nrore often. The probability of receiving a sPE/RIC payment is 82% for oats'

86% for canola, arld 88% for wlieat. The maximum available payments under this progral-n

are much srnaller. This is because of the possibility of catastrophic or near-total yield

declines can nlean large production insurance payments; yields can decline to zero' bt-lt

prices are unlil<ely to decline so precipitously'

Sirr'lation res¡lts for the CAIS program indicate that is consistently more lucrative

than other progralrs from the standpoint of the farmer' Three poteritial CAIS payment

outcorles are presented in Table 5.2, differelltiated by the tlse of other progratns' The three

scenarios are GAIS alone, GAIS combined with production insurance, and cAIS combined

rvith proclLrction insurance and sPE/RIC, The expected returns are highest for the

cor¡bination when the farmer chooses CAIS plus production insurance and lowest when the

farm chooses adclitionally to buy SPE/RIC' Maximum benefits are achieved under the CAIS

plus prodLrction insuralrce scenario becatlse the negative margin coverage available under

cAIS is sr.rperior rvhen the farm purchases prodrtction insut'ance. Recall that positive margin

coverage is capped at 70o/o of the reference margin. For the rnodel farm' this is

approxirnately $60 per acre. Beyond this point, the farm that pr'rrchases prodttction insurance

will secure greater benefits. TlTey receive full negative margin coverage' rather than having

imputed production insurance benefits declgcted frorn their CAIS payment' This is the

rnaxiurum cAls payment for the fartner who purchases production insurance is greater than

fo[ the CAIS-only faru, evelt if the CAIS-only failn has more dramatic margin declines'

Payments frorn the three plogralls are then combined to form a reventle streatn of

progralr payments under all possible scenarios, net of premiltms and fees' For each of the

five alternatives shown in Table 5.3, (the sixth scenario of no government payments is not
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considered for obvious reasons) the expected benefits are greater than zero, indicating that

there ale clelinite benefits to purchasing or signing up for these prograrns. The options that

inchrde CAIS payments have significantly greater benefits than those with only the

premium-charging programs. The benefits available by cornbining CAIS and the premium

chargiug programs are even greater. The mean net government payment for the crop year in

question is over $40 per acre for these scenarios.ln extreme cases, the cornbination of CAIS

and production insurance can reach $185 per acre, or enough to cover all production costs

for the farrn.

Tablc 5.3 Summat'y Statistics for Net Government Payments, by Scenario

CAIS CAIS+PI CAIS+PI+RI PI+RIPI

Mean
Std. Dev.
Minimun-l
Median
Maxirnum
Skervrress
Kurtosis

29.12
25.09
-0,36
25.96
76.42

0. 13

-1.60

40.02
46.07
-6.06
26.0t

185.08
1.05

0.28

43.66
45.88
-9.24
27.26

190.94
1.12
0.3-t

'7.31

23.67
-5.70

-5.70
107.00

2.08
3.64

16.87
24.24
-8.88
7 .10

121.65
1.98
3.41

5.1 .2 The Distribution of Net Income

By cornbining market receipts ancl government

expenses, net farm income for each scenario is calculated.

rranagement for the fann. TIie distribution of net returns is

the cumulative distriburtion filnctions for each alternative are

these distritrutions are presented in Table 5.4. While the

payments ancl deducting all

This represents the returns to

illustrated in Figure 5.1, where

plotted. Summary statistics for

stochastic dominance analysis
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presented below will describe the properties of these distributions more completely, a

nunrber of obselvations about the range of net farm incomes forthe operation can be made.

Table 5.4 Sumrnary Statistics for Distributions of Net Incottte, by Scenario

No Programs CAIS cAIS+PI CAIS+Pt+RI PI PI+RI

Mean

Stcl. Dev.

Minimunr
Median

Maximunr
Sl<er,vness

I(urtosis

,)0 ,)')
-LO.LL

64,63

-203.41

- 1 8.09

124.63

-0.47

-0.24

0.89

43.34

-14',7.21
'7.87

124.27

-0.86

1.5',7

11.79

22.42

-18.32

7.88

I 18.57

1.58

3.14

15.43

23.81

-15.69

8,99

126.49

1.65

2.82

-20.92
46.25

-96.40

-23.28

1 18.93

0.36
-0.56

-11.35

45.5 3

-89.83

-12.93

126.86

0.3 s

-0.60

For alternatives rvithout the CAIS program, expected nrean benefìts are negative.

Net income falls below zero approxirnately '73% of the time in the market-only scenario.

Mean benefits are also negative in the PI scenario, where the farm cannot breakeven 79% of

the time. Moreover, using tliese progranls also does not eliminate the possibility that the

farm wilI be unable to cover its variable costs. These specific thresltolds, breakeven and

variable cost coverage, are illustrated for all six scenarios in Figure 5.2. The top portion of

the bar shows the proportion of iterations whele farm net income is above breakeven. The

niiddle portion identifies returns between -65,53 and zero, where variable costs are covered,

bLlt fixed costs are not. The bottom poltion shows circumstances where the farm cannot

cover its variable and fixed costs. Using government programs nearly always redurces the

probability of the latter outcorne. The bottom portion does not exist for the scenarios where

CAIS and production insurance are used in tandem. While this graph does indicate the

shifting percentage in each category, it focuses on two particr,rlar points along the

I
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Figure 5.2 Breakeven Probabilities for Six Program Use Alternatives
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distribution. Though those points are important, they do not describe the entire distribution.

For example, while the crop insurance prograrx actlrally increases the percentage of cases

where net income falls below zero in this crop year, it does decrease the number of

iterations where the farm cannot cover variable costs. More imporlantly, it provides

significant coverage in cases where market returns are extremely low.

The irnpacts of each prograln on the distribr-rtion of returns are also described by

plotting the cunrulative distribution functions. In Figure 5.1, it can clearly be seen how

program ¡rayments cause the distribution function to differ between scenarios, In the best

25Yo of outconres, the five prograr.n payrnent distributions are nearly identical to the

outcomes present when no programs are used. Beyond this point, tt'uncation of the

distribution begins to take place. This tluncation is most pronounced for scenarios including

the CAIS prograrn. The cdf becornes increasingly steep, first as the upper tier CAIS

payments kick in, steeper still as the disaster tier payments kick in, offering greater

government coverage of rnargin declines. The central 40% of outcomes differ littte betrveen
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the CAIS program and CAIS pltrs production insurance. However, the lowest 30% of

outcomes exhibit large differences between those scenarios. As the farm's program year

nrargin declines into negative territory, the differences between CAIS and crop insurance

becorne apparent. when the farmer buys crop insurance, the distribution maintains its steep

slope; returns do not decline into negative territory' V/ithout crop insurance' negative

margin coverage is sharply redr.rced; the lowest outcomes for the producer using only CAIS

are quite low.

Differences in how crop insurance and CAIS truncate the distribution of returns can

be seen in the statistical moments of the distribution presented in Table 5'4' Looking solely

at the first two l.ìloments of the distribution indicates that CAiS has greater risk reducing

effects. The mean is greater and the standard deviation lower for the GAIS only scenario

cornpared to the PI only scenario. However, the CAIS program does far less at the extreme

lor.v end, The skewness of the CAIS only distribLrtion is negative, in fact more negative than

the skewness of the baseline distribution. These distributions have longer left tails'

inclicating that on the whole, cAIS does not truncate the distribution of returns. If its goal is

to provide the bLrlk of its support at the extrerne low end of the distribution' cAlS is

tunsuccessful. Production insurance, while less valuable in gross terlIs' provides support at

the bottoni end of the distribution. When the two programs are combined, they have an

extrernely strong truncating effect. The skewness of the distribtltion is 1'58, indicatirig a

long right tail.

Alberta progranls provide positive net benefits. These benefìts are largely diffused

all along the distribstion of returns, essentially shifting the entire cdf slightly to the right'

The SPE/RIC prograrns increase mean returns by approxirnately nine dollars per acre
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without CAIS and by four dollars per acre with CAIS. However, measures of risk such as

sta¡dard cleviation and skewness remain the same. There are two complementary reasons

for this. First, the AB price supports for the RIC portion of the program are set at "long term

levels" that do not reflect expected price levels and risk in the crop year. Second, because

yields are not stlongly correlated with prices for Manitoba crops, the likelihood that

SpE/RIC payments will occur most heavily when overall revenues are low or high is less.

If the two corrponents of the price targeted prograrn are separated, it is evident that

the Spring Price Endorsement is almost never triggered in the model. This is because the

spring prices set by MASC are very low by historic standards for this crop year' This is one

rveal<ness of our study; by grafting one provinces program onto another's, events occur in

the model that were not originally contemplated r.vhen the program parameters were

clefìned. In this case, the fal.mer rnight be less likely to purchase the coverage becailse the

probability of a payrnent is lower or the insurer may set higher spring prices to make such

coverage reasonably attractive to farmers.

5.2 Correlation Between Farm Income Determinants

The sinrulation results presented above describe the distributions of net returns for

the model farni, This useful information does not describe on an iteration-by-iteration basis

how the programs interact with each other. When one looks at the cumulative distribution

functions presented in FigLrre 5.1, it is easy to assume that a given iteration on one

distributio¡ corresponds to the parallel iteration another. However, the manner in whiclt

program pa),ments alter the distribLltion implies that correlation cannot be asceftained

simply by visually assessing the cdf. To more accurately and fr-rlly describe the interactions
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that occur in the rnodel, we can calculate the correlation between various events. As in the

stucly performed by Hauser, Sherrick, and Schnitkey (2004), correlations between individual

progranl payrnents and between program payrrents and total revenues are examined.

5.2.1 Insurance Indemnities and CAIS Payments

The central question to be ansrvered relates to frequency with which CAIS payments

occur rvhell crop insurance indernnities are triggered? High positive correlation could

inclicate that CAIS and production insurance are overlapping. In this case, it wotlld be

leasonable to ask what the point of having two progratns would be'

Table 5.5 presents correlation coefficients for the various prograrn payment types'

ProclLlction insurance indemnities are positively correlated with CAIS payments.

Coefficients range from 0.56 to 0.67, depending on the crop covered under insurance and

mix of prograrns the farm uses. This positive correlation indicates that crop insurance and

CAIS are triggers in some but not all of the same instances. Obviottsly, revenue declines

and resulting CAIS payments can be triggered by declines in yield, even if prices are strong.

The correlation analysis results for the SPE/RIC program are also shown in Table

5.5. I-lere it is found that there is vely low correlation betweell crop insurance and SPE/RIC

payments. Similarly, Hauser, Sherrick, and Schnitkey (2004) for-lnd very low correlatiot-ls

between traclitio¡al crop insurance prograrr payments and price support payments in the

United States tl,at operate using long-term price averages. The reason for this lack of

cor.relation is obvions: crop insurance payrnents are triggered solely by yield declines and

price sr-rpport payments are triggered solely by price differences. Correlation coefficients
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Table 5.5 Correlation Coefficients For Various Program Paynrents

PI..4r"u,

Plcanola

PIou,,

RICru¡"u1

RICcanola

RICour,

CAIS
cAIS(+PI)
cAIS(+PI+RI)

PI*h"ut PI.unotu PIon,,

0.60

I

@-{

RIC.ur,*1

0.62

0.54

I

RIC".,,ro¡u

0.04

-0.01

0.0 r

I

RICouß

0.02

0.03

0.02

0.00

I

CAIS

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.01

-0.02

I

cAI S(+PI) CAIS(+PI+RI)

0.58

0.56

0.49

0.09

0.r3

0.05

I

0.64

0.64

0.s6

0.10

0.15

0.06

0.98

I

0.61

0.67

0.58

0.06

0.07

0.02

0.98

0.99
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betweenRiCpaymentsandCAiSpaynrentsalegenerallyhigherthanthosebetweencrop

insnrance, howeverthey are sonte low, in the range of 0'05 to 0'15'

5.2.2 Revenue RelationshiPs

using the program payment iteration values incorporated in the previotts section'

correlation coelficierits between these valtles and revenues for the associated scenarios were

calculated. These values indicate how effective or how targeted payments are in relation to

reverìue or net income declines. Since costs are treated deterministicatly in the model' the

correlatiorl results used here would be essentially the same if net income were substitttted

lor reventte.

ThoLrghitisnottlnexpected,allprogrampaymentsarenegativelycorrelatedwith

overall revellues, as seen in Table 5'6' However, the correlation coefficients show that the

three prograrns (production insurance, SPE/RIC, and cAIS) are correlated with revenLle to

very different degrees. cAIS, no matter how it is utilized by the farmer' has the strongest

negative correlation with total revenues. correlation values between GAIS payrnents and

rnarket revel-ìue range from -0.g0 to -0,g5. Production insurance payments are the next most

negatively coffelated program type. correlation between prodr'rction insurance indernnities

and revenue ranges between -0.65 and -0.74, depending upon the crop' These coefficients

are generally srnaller for indemnities on oats, because oats comprises a smaller share of the

f,arm crop rotation. one should not interpret these results to mean that GAIS is more

effective tharr production insurance'
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Table 5.6 Correlation Between Program Payments and Market Revenue

Payment Correlation Coefficient

PI ruh.ut

PI.nnoln

Plnn,.

SPE/RIC'u¡.nr

SPE/RIC.onoto

sPE/RICont,
CAIS
cAIS(+PI)
cAIS(+PI+zu)

-0.'74

-0.76
-0.65
-0.09
-0. l3
-0.05
-0.90
-0.9s
-0.95

Rather, cAIS is simply targeted to revenue declines' Production insurance

irrclemnities are similarly correlated to declines in crop specific revenues' The correlation

betr,veen wheat indemnities and wheat revenues, for example, is -0'8. Correlations between

the SPE/RIC program payrnents and total revenue are far less than for otlier programs' RIC

payments and revenues have correlation coefficients from -0'05 to -0'13' depending on crop'

while this confirms that the RIC program is not well targeted on its own for dealing with

large incorne declines, one shorìld note that its very design ensures this. By ttsing long-term

price averages as the plogram trigger, in-year variability is necessarily ignored' Put in more

practical teilns, given the program parameters' it appears that the farmer can form a decent

estilnate of the likelihood of a payment under the RIC prograln in any year'

These results present a number of inferences that may seem obviotts, but should

have been tested nonetheless, given the availability of the data. Program payments differ in

tlieir applicability to overall lrìeastlres' but it appears that each type of program is well

targeted to declines in the triggering variable in each case' Drawing conclusions about
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whether payments ought to occur simultaneously based upon correlation coefficients

between payments is more difficult. Recalling the cdf curves presented in section 5.1,

production insurance and CAIS have something of a complirnentary relationship. The

rragnitude of the correlation between the prograrns may provide further justification for this

idea. They occur together often eltough to be complimentary, but not often enough to be

considered duplicative.

5,3 Stochastic Efficiency Analysis

Results thus far have amply described the niany possible iterations of the niodel' The

next step is to i¡corporate farmer preferences for risk and assess the value of the prograni

pay¡tents in light of these preferences. This allows for conclusive statements as to which

progranl use scenarios are preferred by the farmer and allows for the placement of dollar

values on the degree to which programs are preferred'

5.3.1 Results of Stochastic Dotninance Analysis

Followirrg the procedures described in Chapter 2, areas between the cdf curves in

Figure 5.1 are calculated. By colnparing these areas, the optimal course of action for the

farnr decision rnaker can be derived. Table 5.7 presents the resr:lts of this comparison' It

explains which distributions are said to dominate in a pair-wise comparison with other

distribLrtions. The teft-hand column of Table 5.7 indicates which distribution is being

considered and the scenarios named to its right are those dominated. The optirnal course of

action lry stochastic dominance is to use all programs; this distribution is second-degree

stochastically dominant over all other alternatives. The market only scenario is never
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Table 5.7 Second-Degree Stochastic Dominance Results

Scenario Corlsidered Scenarios Dominated in Pairwise Cornparison

No Programs

CAIS
ç¡{g+pl
CAIS+PI+RI
PI

PI+RI

No Prog.

No Prog. CAIS

No Prog. CAIS

No Prog.

No Prog.

ç419+pl

PI

PI

Pi

PI

PI+RI
PI+RI
PI+RI

preferred; it is dorninated by all other scenarios. The value of the CAIS prograrn is evident

in stochastic dominance results as well. scenarios with use of GAIS dominate all scenarios

r,vithor.lt CAIS. Scenarios with SPE/RIC also dorninate those without' It can be concluded

unequivocally that using all programs available is in the best interest of farm profitability'

I{orvever, additional procedures are needed to draw conclusions about how using all of the

progran.ìs impacts the value derived from the programs' This is because second-degree

stochastic clourinance only malces ordinal, pair wise comparisons between scenarios and

rural<es no assunrptions about risl< preferences other than the presence of risk aversion'

5.3.2 Stochastic Efficiency and Cornparisons betlveen Scenarios

Whiletheoptimalprogramusescenariocanbedetertnitledunambiguorrslyby

second-degree stochastic dominance' lÏore specific quantitative results can be derived from

certainty equivalent calculations perfortned as part of the stochastic efficiency lvith respect

to a function (SERF) procedure originated by Hardaker et al (2004b)' As stated previously'

pr.eferences under this procedure are assumed to follow a power utility function' with a

relative risk aversion coefficient that ranges from zero to four' Certainty equivalent (CE)
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vallles for each scenario are calculated, This allows for a dollar value to be placed on

olltcomes between scenarios. The CE from one scenario may be subtracted from another to

provide a lreasure of program irnpact. The resulting value is the benefit provided by the

additional programming. For example, the benefit of production insurance excluding the use

of other programs is the CE value of returns in the PI scenario less the CE fr.om the No

Programs scenario' Figure 5.3 and Table 5.8 show how CE values differ between levels of

t'isk aversion and program use scenarios. The risk neutral case, when the relative risk

aversion coefficient equals zero, is identical to the slrmmary statistics presented in section

5'l because the CE values are simply ntean values. With risk neutrality, all programs show

positive net benefits when compared to the market-only scenario. The benefits of the

programs shotlld increase significantly as the farmer becomes more risk averse if the

progran'ls have risk reducing effects. This is the case for production insurance and CAIS;

wliereas production insurance had a $7.31/acre benefit to the risk neutral producer, it has a

$17'35/acre benefit to a very risk averse producer. Sirnilarly, the benefits of CAIS relative

to the No Programs scenario increase fro¡n $29,12 to $39.03. This does not appear to be

Table 5.8 stochastic Efficiency with Respect to a Function Results

RRAC No Prog CAIS CAIS+PI CAIS+PI+RI PI PI+RI

0

I

2

J

4

-28.22
-32.27
-36.s4

-41.03

-45.72

0.89

-0.83

-2.67

-4.62
-6.69

11.79

l 1.38

10,98

10.59

10.22

t5.43
14.97

t4.52
14. 10

13.69

-20.92
-22.83

-24.71

-26.56

-28.37

- r 1.35

-13.17

-14.97

-16.73

-18.47

Note: RRAC is the relative risk aversion coeffìcient.
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Figrue 5.3 Stochastrc Efficiency Results Ploited Across Levels of Rrsk -É;version
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true for the companion SPE/RIC program. Cornparing the CAIS+PI and CAIS*RI scenarios

and the PI and PI+RI scenarios, the benefits from the SPE/RIC program are calculated

under risk neutral preferences to be $3.64 and $9'57, respectively' These values change little

in percentage terms as the producer becomes more risk averse. Interestingly, when CAIS is

used with SPE/RIC, the value of RI actually decliries as the producer becomes more risk

avel.se. This ilxplies that the berrefits of this program in a given year have are targeted in

such a way that they do provide significant meastlres of risk management or risk abatement'

When the magnitudes of the benefits of each program are compared individually' it

is clear that CAIS presents the gleatest benefit to the farmer' ProdLlction insurance has

srnaller benefits, but the value of the benehts increases drarnatically as risk aversion

increases. At R,:0, the beriefit of production insurance is approximately 23Vo of the benefit

of CAIS. At R,:4' it is 44%' This points to a Strong risk abatement component to crop
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insurance that is less present in CAIS and almost non-existent in the SPE/RIC program.

Similar to results for U,S. progralns presented by Gray, ef al (2004), program payments

become tnore valLrable as producers become more risk averse. This indicates that

governmerìt programs or subsidies make farming much more attractive for producers who

are very risk averse.

The central qLlestion of how program benefits change when used in conjr-rnction with

one another has not yet been answered. There is a question as to whether the benefits from

pr.ovincial progranls are diminished by the CAIS program. The CE values in FigLrre 5.3

provicle this answer. By comparirig the value provided by individual programs in different

scenarios, the irrrpact of one program on another is assessed. For example, the benefit of

production insurance is assessed both with and without the tlse of the CAIS program. The

cjifference between these benefits is the impactthat CAIS use has on the value of production

insurance. These irnpacts are shown in Table 5.9'

For risk neutral producers, the berrefit provided by production insurance when using

CAIS is $10.90/acre. The benefit of production insurance when tlsed alone is $7.31/acre' If

the farmer is moclelately risk averse, with R,:2, the benefit of PI under CAIS is $13.65/acre,

corlpared to $11.83/acre without CAIS, However, at levels of risk aversion above 3'6, the

be¡efit of PI is greater when the farrner is not in CAIS. At R, : 4, the benefit of PI under

CAIS is $16.91/acre, compared to $17.35/acre witliout CAIS, This points to a

complimentary relationship between CAIS and production insurance. If the farmer is

enrolled in CAIS, they can actually increase the value tliat is derived from production

ins¡rance. The value of complimentary relationship is relatively small. AtR,=2, the value of
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'fable 5.9 llnpact of CAIS Progratn on Provincial Prograrn Benefits

RRAC

0

I

2

J

4

Benefìt of Production Insurance

Without CAIS With CAIS %o Change

Note: ',7o Change" indicates the increase or decrease in program benefits when the CAIS prograrn is used

RRAC is thc relative risk aversion coelfcient.

7.3r
9.44

I 1.83

t4.47
t7.35
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10.90

t2.21
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t5.21

16.91

Benefit of Prov. Progt'ams
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prodlrction insurance is increased by $1 .92lacre, or approximately 15% by enrolling in

CAIS. Enrolling in CAIS has very different impacts on the valtle of SPE/RIC and the value

of provincial prograrn payments together (ie. Production Insurance and SPE/RIC). Under

CAIS, SPE/RIC benefits range from $3.43 to $3.63/acre. Without CAIS, SPE/RIC benefits

range froln $9.57 to $9,97 per acre. V/ith modest risk aversion, the value of reventle

insurance declines nearly two-thirds, from $9.74lacre io $3.54lacre. CAIS has similar, if

dinlinished impact, on the value of provincial programs together, reducing program benefit

by 14 to 25%.

These results lead to the conchlsion that the CAIS program can complernent existing

prograÍrls if it is targeted at different parts of the distribution of net income. BecaLlse CAIS

begins providing benefits for any malgin decline, it covers areas where prodLtction

insurance payments would be untriggerable. The negative margin linkage between CAIS

and plodLrction insurance may explain the rest of the complementary relationship. By using

procluction irrsurauce, the farmer triggers a soft of second level of coverage r¡nder CAIS.

This can provide significant benefìts depending upon the farms margin position.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of this study were to measure the impact of Canadian safety net

programs on net farm incorne and to assess the magnitr'rde of the benefit of each program

under different scenarios of program use for farmers of varying preferences for risk'

Considering that the safety net concept now appears to be the dominant paradigm for

agricultural policy in canada and that the presence of rnultiple programs in this safety net is

highly lilcely, a thorougli analysis of the irnpact of current programs is necessary' especially

an analysis that considers the impact using one program may have on the use of another' As

r,vas reviewed irr Cliapter 2, stttdies with sirnilar objectives have been completed for farm

programs in the united States. The contribution of this work is that it considers

interrelationships between Canadian safety net programs and applies novel methods to

canadian problems, narrely stochastic simulation and stochastic efficiency techniques'

clearly, the results put forward in chapter 5 provide conclusive evidence regarding

tlie farm clecision rnaking regarding the use of canadian agricultural safety net programs'

The optirnal course of action is participation in all available govelnment programs' The

programs have clear benef,rts that rnake producers with varying preferences for risk better

off.

The irnpacts of individual programs require more complex interpretation' It was

fourrd that each of the p|ograrns differed significantly in level and nature of benefits

provided to farmers. The CAIS program provides the largest transfer to farmers' However'

as a risk reduction tool, it is far less effective than insurance programs' This is because the

likelihood of triggering payrnents under GAIS is high' The program pays benefits on any
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margin decline and the GAIS benefits are not necessarily concentrated in the lowest portion

of returns.. Insurance programs covering crop yield risks are more effective at reducing risk

and provicling benefits when they are most needed by farmers' Safety net programs targeted

specifically at price risks are not especially well+argeted to overall income declines'

Moreover, some of the coverage they provide is also available from the private sector

throLrgh the ttse of filttlres, options, and forrvard contracts' Longer-term price guarantees

offered by these programs inherently are less concerned about managing in-year risk and

more concerned aboLlt providing government transfers to agricultr'rral producers'

The more sr,rrprising conclusion of this analysis showed that the use of GAIS and

procluction insurance in combination increases the value derived from production insurance

for ail but the most risk averse farmers. It was found that the CAIS program increased the

adclitional benefit derived by farrners fi'otn production instlrance by r"rp to 50%' Results of

similar analyses for u.S. farm programs would seem to indicate that alternative programs

rvill inherently recluce the value and incentive to use crop insurance, but these results nìay

have biased expectations about the results for this study' The design of the Canadian

programs inherently attempts to create large supplementary effects between CAIS and

production insurance. By purchasing production insurance' the farmer essentially "Ltnlocks"

another level of cAIS coverage for negative margins, withoult reducing available berlefits

uncler positive margin coverage and without incurring ftlrlher costs under CAIS' Where the

results from previons studies were similar was with respect to the benefits of the price-based

safety net programs, namely the Spring Price Endorsement (SPE) and Reventte Insurance

coverage (RIC) prograrns, where similar declines in program benefits were found' The
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introdLrction of the CAIS program redLrced the derived from SPE and RIC by approximately

two-thirds.

More broadly, this stqdy indicates that the CAIS program can yield significant

benefits, but that its ability to provide support to the farmer in any and all cases is limited'

cAIS is not a catch-all, even if it is not as bad is its detractors would suggest. However, it

should be r-lsed with a well{argeted production insurance program to be most effective' The

adclitional benefit provided by the sPE and RIC programs, namely as price supports' is

rrir-rirnal and not targeted to income decline situations'

6.1 Lirnitations and OppoÎtLrnities for Further Research

There are a number of limitations to this stLrdy; the Inost obvious is a matter of

scope. To reduce the analysis to a manageable size, specific assutnptions about production

practices and farm location were made. The management variables for tlie farmer were

limitecl: the lnodel farm did not employ any non-government risk management tools to deal

with price risk, for example. The analysis was also restricted to a single year with specified

rnarl<et conditions. An expanded analysis that incorporates greater diversity in these areas

rvould bring further insiglit'

The assumptions made to lir¡it the scope of this work also cause problems related to

enclogerreity of a number of rnodel parameters. Obviously, the benefits of these plograms

may change farmer decision making with respect to prodr'rction decisions. Potential irnpacts

on future price a¡d yield distributions are not taken into account' Similarly' program costs'

such as production insurance premiums, are taken as given, rather than being a function of

yietd data used to generate the distribution of crop yields forthe modelfarm'
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Asecondlimitationisthatinassessingthevalueofgovernmentprogramming,some

corfì1.ì.tol.t conrplaints about the prograrns were not incorporated into the model' Detractors of

theCAlsproglalnlravefoundfaurltwithtlretimingofpaymentsundertheprogram;their

concern is that cAis program payments are not provided to farmers until well after the

inconredeclinehasocctlrred.Theyhavealsoobjectedtotheaccountingandmanagenrent

costsirrdirectlyimposedbytheprograrn.Tlrisanalysisdoesnotincorporatetlrese

adrninistrativeissues;itmaybethatsigrrificantprogramdrawbacksargnotbeing

considered'Toaddressthis,farm.leveImodelingmayneedtoana|yzemrrlti-period

operation of safetY net Programs'

Afirrallirnitationofthisstudyistliatnotallfarmsareaverage.Theresultsrepresent

a best effort at detennining the distribution of net returns for an "average" farm in this

r.egion of Manitoba. some are more profìtable than others' Agricr-rlture and Agri-food

CarradaSLlfveyS(2007)suggesttlratfarmrevenllesperprodrrctiverrnitsuchasperacreor

heaclofcattlevarylittlebetweentlremostandleastprofitablefarms.Fannersoperateina

multi-seller market and are price takers' costs of production vary greatly between profitable

andrrnprofitablefarms.Thisissomewhattroublesomefortlrisanalysis.Welrave

considerably detailed infortlration abotlt farm revenue determinants and rather simplistic

information abottt costs of production'

Itisnaturaltoqrrestionhowtlrismightthiseffectresults.Sincecostsaretreated

clete''i'istically, the mairr effect of cliffering costs of production would be to change the

breal<-even point. This wotlld mean shifting the bLeakeven point on the cdf curve of retttrns

to the left or right. In the case of scenarios invorving the cAIS program, it could arter trre

clistrib'tion if trrere was heterogeneiry in a*owable costs. one wourld expect that a'owable
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costs would vary less between fanns than the non-allowable costs that are often related to

fìnancing and debt positions, however some of the CAIS program idiosyncrasies sulch as the

treatment of custom work hired by the farm may cause significant changes' Unfortunately'

cletailed information about the heterogeneity of costs for specific farm types at this level is

not available. Moreover, a detailed cost of production str"rdy is beyond the scope of this

research,

B¡ilding better fann-level models should allow economists to conduct improved

analyses of agr.icultLrral safety net policy. To this end, this study addresses some, bLrt not all

of the elements necessary to create an accurate representation of farm operations and farm

decisiorl making'
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APPENDIX A - MAP OF MANITOBA AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
CORPORATION RISK AREAS

Note: Risk Area 12 (bottom centre) is the relevant geographic area for this study.

(Source: MASC 2006)
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APPBNDIX B _ BXAMPLE OF PRICE FORECAST PROCEDURB

Forecast as of: April 30. 2006

Futures model forecast of canola ucefs'season-avera received, market¡n 2006t07

lCcl Àj
lr.lark¿tine year
nrofth 1/

Step # 1

(Col. B) (Çol. c! icol D)

: Cuíent Futures price Bssis (5-year

futufes pr¡ce -based on â.,'e¡age)

by tràding : neaiby

StÊp+2 StÊp*3
(Col. E) i0ol. F)

lJonthly farm Actu3l
pr¡ce forecast monthly faflr

price, if

aYaììable J/

SteP # 4
(Cot- G) (Ccl. H) (Col. l)

Conrposire l.lonthly lJonthlyprice
nronlhly marketing lr€ighl
forecasl rverghts

F¿brùarv.,:::': ::lr ì .

t?l¡rcnI 1 . ':.i,.'.i,
epdl,,,. ¡:;.';l:¡-;..¡ ;

J¡sy:.ì,ì.ì ì..i';::ì: :i:.::.

Jril.:.,,.,¡r,ìr.,.,::, :'ì

-JuJ!r;,: :.: :,.11.1...l:"

ALrgust ' :

liptenìbêi '

Oclober . ..

llorÈnrber

De c enìllef

J anLiar¡,,

Februsr/

['1arch

April

lJay ..,. ..

J une

July

llo!Énrbèr

276.50

2l! !0
292.60

292-60

292 60

?q2 Ân

299,80

299.80

¡o¡.ao

301.â0

307.80

301"80

312.60

312.80

312_80 320.00

2J0.27

255.26

!Þ¿.00

0.00 26J.86

0.00 266.60

0.00 267 _05

10% 26 J86

276:50

292.60

299.ôg

30.t.80

:

307.60 .

-27 lJ 26J.46

-26.00 266 60

.25 55 26t 05

.23.8¡ 275.96

-18.04 281 76

.20,58 2Bt 22

-19.60 2A5.20

-15,79 292.01

-9_7¡ 29ô.06

,13.ô7 296.93

.16,11 294.69

-29 93 290 07

0.00 275.96 100'ô

0.00 2a1.76

0.00 264.22 109',o

0.00 285.20 t%

0.00 292_01 5%

0.00 290 06 5%

0.00 29ô.93 5%

0.00 29+.69 50/o

0.00 290.07 íot'o

39.990

40.057

27.596

24.116

14.260

11.601

11 903

'1,1.9,17

t4./J!

11 503

320.00 l, . . Sum oÍ!,/eiqhts = 10096 I

Forecast of season-average price received:

StBD;5 Fulures nrodel forecast of tlìe season.a'rersge price received (v:ighled average) (g/rnl.) I rrevl
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APPENDIX C _ FORMULAS FOR PROGRAM PAYMENT CALCULATIONS

Market Returns: =l{d,Þd,) + NetGovPayments -1u,r,

Production lnsurance lndemnity: = max lØ- 
* trl * I - d,)* P,0,,,,, ,0)

lndividual Productivity lndex: =(i,, ,4,),rO
\r-¡ r )

production tnsurance premium: = 0.4 * ,t * (q- * IH * 7)* p,pring

Note: À = coverage level (50-80%) ¡ is the premium rate (a % of bushel coverage for the crop)

CAIS Payment:

= .8 + rnaxl7 + (nM , - Þd, -vc,,0)]+.7 * max[rninlïs* Rtr, - (Þ,q, -vc,),.15 * RM,I0]
+ .5 * rnax[m inln-tr, - (7,î, -vc,),.t s * nø,io]
CAIS Neg. Margin Coverage: =.6* maxlVC, -Þ,4,,01less imputed Pl beneflt

CAIS fee: = 0,0045 * RM, + 55

CAIS Reference Margin:
l/-) |

RM, =lZb,¿¡, - AC,)- rnini-f (Þd, - AC,)-max',-1,(Þd, -,ac,)lnL,r J
Note: CAIS benefìts cannot exceed 70% of RMt

spring price Endorsement: -,r',o*(Þo,,,g-Fhu,,"'r)*minþ,, q,* IPI- llOlin
Þ rprirg - Þ,r,r,"r, 2'7+ T rpr¡,,s

Revenue lnsurance Coverage: = max(Ø + IPI * ),)*.7 *@Cft, 
-rnu*lV-r,,,,r,Þ,,,,,,,,',X,0J
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APPENDIX D _ EXAMPLB OF MODEL CALCULATIONS AND INCOMB
STATEMENT FOR ONE MODBL ITBRATION
1. E¡rter Assumecl Crop Roration

PrcF cnic n

H3rl Ê.Èd Spring'.Vn€Jt lOoiô

Cancìa 10%
Oals ?0%

2. Derernrine Currerrt Year l'!oclel Par¡nreters and côlculate l,ìôrket Revenue

È¡c j:nous Pro!jrlm P3Gnreters

HRS iÌh?at Canola Oats
Pi Spring Prca 11ô.00. 21ô.00 115.00.
Pi Yield Ccverage ' 1.ù61 0.714 1 416

RIC Ftoor PÍrce 165 00' 316 00 1J3 (l0'

StochJstrc l.loJ¿l Paranì¿ters
HRS W'h¿at Canol3 Oats

Fsnrìgst: Hsr/?st PricÊ 170.17' 2ô9 16' 123 19'

3. Production lnsuronce Co¡culo(ions

S¿'Êct Co.erêge Le.ël 009à

¡ár)a;L. 701:!o. ôD%l

BushÊl Cc'.,erage D0ll3r Ccv8rige Yi¿ld Shonfall lndemnitJ- Prenriunr l'lel Paymenl

Hard Red Sprirìg fy'heat 0 6JgJ 100.16 ' 0.0]6 5.15 4.ô5 0.60

canora 0.571 '124.52 ' 0.220 47.9J 6.92 .11.02

Oars 1 154 ß3.22' 0.000 0 00 1.95 -J.95

Ilel Pl Eeneit 15 66

SÈl¿cl Co,;Èrðge L:\el 709;
(a0e'o i0lô ô00,'oJ

Bushel Coïerage Dollor Coverag? YiÈld Shodfall lndemnity .Prenriunr l.let Paynrent

Hard Reci Spring \vhear 0.7J3 87 6,1 ' 0.000 0 00 3 !2 -3 J2

canota . 0 500 10ô 96 ' 0 116 32.37: 5.07 27.30

Osrs 1 01J 116 í6 ' 0 000 O 00 3 51 -3 51

Ilet Pl Bener¡t 8.45

J. Reve¡lue Covera0e Calculôtions

Fan,a.';erag: \'ield
I.'lãrkÉl Relen0¿

Ha.d Red Spring ltheÃt
Canol a

Oat s

CAIS P3\,nretrl
CAIS = P¡0,;. Prog. PsymÈnts
CAIS P¡ Premium Adjustrlent
l,l¿t Gorêrnnìent Psynre0ls

0.603 0.351 1 377'136.59 101,69 169 65

QfE.. nrigq Diff RIC Price Dil _ SPÉ Paynrent RIC Psynrenl .P¡9n1¡¡rr11 . l¡et Rl Paynent
0.00 0.00 0 00 0 00 J 6a J.6a
0.00 26 5¿ 0.00 10 61 2.56 6-05

o |]0 19.91 0.00 16.06 278 13.30

l'let RC Beneft 4 01

5. Canôd¡arì Agriculrural lnconìe Stabilizatio¡ì Prograrìì
.lloProg . .CAIS CAIS+PI . CAIS+PI+RI , Pl . Pl+R¡

ABCOEF
Flei;rence lvlsrgrn

Curent Year lilargin
¡leg¡tivÈ lrlargin
CAIS ieÈ

CAIS F âynìeilt

LDrier Stabilization TiÈr

Upper Stobili:elion Tier
Sulr otil
CAIS lJegatirÉ l¡srErn Co!erage

LÊss Potnreoi Cap

L;ss lDrpul:d Pl 6¿nellt
-fotal 

CAIS Pa-vrìent

6. CAIS-Pl Positìve l,largin Linkage

00.79 a0.79 ô0.79 80 79 ô0 79 60 79

1ô 36 - ß.72 . 3 06 0.95 - 2.1Ð 1.31

18.36 10 72 3.06 2'10
036 036 036 036 0-i6 036

J5.2,1 15 24 .lJ.Jg

olú otù o{ù
6 06 6.06 6.06

59 79 59.79 59.03

1123 1 3J

3 23 3.23 ?..17

885

l.loProg CAIS CAIS+P¡ CAIS+PI+RI Pl P¡+Rl

ABCDEF
. 56.9J 5E 39 56 56

50.9+ 74.Q5 76.22 15 66 19.67

5ô 5ô 73.69 75.86 15.66 19 67
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Pro Forrna lncome Statentent

Per Acre lnconre
Rr: c¿lpt S

li4arket Receipts
Hard Red Spring \l/heat
Canola
Oats
Total lu'larket Receipts

Insurance Progranr Payments
Harcl Red Spring \'/heat

ProCuctiorr lnsurence

Re'.enLre hrsurance
Canola

ProdL¡ction lnsurance
Re,;errLre Insur¡nce

0,qts
Proclt¡ction lnsLrrance

RelenL¡e |lsLrrànce
Pre-CAIS Totaf

CAIS Paynrent
CAIS PrenriLrnr Adj.

Totel Receipts

c.,.-^..^^^

Cro¡: Allo',vable Ex¡:enses
H¡rcl R¿d Spring',\'heat
C.qnc la

Oats
Progranr Prerliunls ând Fees ì

General Alloweole Ex¡:enses

l lor-Àllo;,al:le E>:¡:enses

¡ai¿ Re¿ -s¡rring \!lreat
Carrola
(Jers

Total Ex¡;enses

l'let Far¡l Inccnle

l lo Prog
A

54 63

10,67
JJ JJ

129.24

CAIS+Pl+Rl
D

54 63
.10.67

rao 1!

2ts

19.1ô
425

3.2_1

l5ù.uf,

56 56

Pl+Rl
F

54 63 51.63
j0.67 40 67

33 93 33 93

129.2,1 129 24

19.18 19 18

a a4

160 59 158 0á

UAIù UAIJÌTI
BC

5.1 63 Sì.0:
10.67 -10.67

33.93 33 93

125.2! 125 24

tl
E

t. to

19.18

12924 , .:!,50 59

58.9¿1 58.39

z tù2_16

129_24

129 2J toù_ lo 206,9 9 211.61 150.59 158 05

39 7q
:o Lt

I 5.O+

¡2. o¡

23 94

11 86

39.7A

5s,31
t3 ù+

0,36
32 63

àlsi
211q
1 1.ô6

JJ.I q

59,14
15 8J
6"06

32.63

39.28
59,34
1 q:8'1

9,51

32 63

23 e¡
24,46
1 1.86

39,7 0

59.34
tÐ o+

5.70
32 63

39,70
59.3J
t3 0+

9,1 5

32.63

?1 0 J

zt ia
1 1.86

23 s4 ?3.94
a¡,tô â/,rÕL+-+V ¿+.ìU

tt.ÒD tt ðll

207 08 208 25 213 95 213.58 217 03217 35

l'loProo CAIS CAIS+PI CAIS+PIiRI PI Pl+Rl
- 7864 20.07 - 4.96 2.79 58 9t62.99
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